
 

 
 

 

 

 

SHELTER – PUBLIC PERCEPTIONS OF HOUSING AND MENTAL HEALTH 

 

Methodology:  ComRes interviewed 3,509 English adults online between 17th and 23rd February 2017. Data were 

weighted by age, gender, region and socio-economic grade to be representative of all English adults. ComRes is a 

member of the British Polling Council and abides by its rules. 

*Please note on certain tables, figures have been rebased and filtered as per the base wording. 

 

All press releases or other publications must be checked with ComRes before use.  ComRes requires 48 hours to 

check a press release unless otherwise agreed. 

 

For information about commissioning research please contact simon.carter@comresglobal.com or call +44 (0)20 

7871 8660. 

 

REPUTATION | COMMUNICATIONS | PUBLIC POLICY 

 

Four Millbank | London | SW1P 3JA | T. +44 (0)20 7871 8660 

Rond-Point Schuman / Schumanplein 6 | Box 5  | 1040 Bruxelles | T. +32 (0)2 234 63 82  

51/F Raffles City  | No.268 Xi Zang Middle Road | HuangPu District Shanghai  | 200001 China | T. +86 (0)21 2312 7674 



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

7752594193594994222762493133693281659017981699NET: Ever had problem
51%56%n54%IJk49%i49%i44%39%48%CH52%CH56%CGH56%CGH38%50%a47%48%

1975711887126793355711168352232179411Yes, I currently have
13%12%15%Ik12%I12%I8%5%11%H12%H18%CFGH14%H12%H13%A10%12%a housing problem or

worry

1544960598689222433649357151142293I do not currently
10%11%8%8%8%9%3%5%6%H10%FGH16%EFGH13%FGH8%8%8%have a housing

problem or worry, but
I have in the last 12
months

18271858111567285267817741175172347I have not had a
12%15%n11%I11%I11%I7%4%10%H11%H12%H13%H9%H10%10%10%housing problem or

worry in the last 12
months, but I have in
the last 5 years

241831561331721881931171411077515343305649I have not had a
16%18%20%j18%17%20%27%CDEg23%CDE24%CDE16%C13%C3%19%18%18%housing problem or

worry in the last 5
years, but I have in
my lifetime

7571993603815285404392662882902532738989121810I have never had a
49%m44%46%51%l51%L56%jkL61%DEFG52%DE48%44%44%62%DEFG50%53%b52%housing problem or

worry
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like
not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move when you don't want to.
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

1872662901821381641562209616991699NET: Ever had problem
50%gh51%GHi57%FGHIJl48%44%43%43%46%52%gh48%48%

455479334240375128411411Yes, I currently have
12%10%15%fGhJL9%13%j11%10%11%15%J12%12%a housing problem or

worry

414365291128262922293293I do not currently
11%FgI8%I13%FGHIJL8%I3%7%I7%i6%12%FgI8%8%have a housing

problem or worry, but
I have in the last 12
months

394766412737274517347347I have not had a
10%9%13%Gl11%9%10%8%9%9%10%10%housing problem or

worry in the last 12
months, but I have in
the last 5 years

6212281785758679529649649I have not had a
17%23%eHKM16%20%18%15%19%20%16%18%18%housing problem or

worry in the last 5
years, but I have in
my lifetime

1852582232001792142042598818101810I have never had a
50%49%k43%52%K56%Kl57%eKLm57%eKLm54%K48%52%52%housing problem or

worry
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like
not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move when you don't want to.
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

534176262227327234831311722622531505584931051NET: Had problem in
35%38%34%I31%I32%I24%12%26%H29%H40%FGH44%CFGH34%fGH31%29%30%last 5 years

1975711887126793355711168352232179411Yes, I currently have
13%12%15%Ik12%I12%I8%5%11%H12%H18%CFGH14%H12%H13%A10%12%a housing problem or

worry

1544960598689222433649357151142293I do not currently
10%11%8%8%8%9%3%5%6%H10%FGH16%EFGH13%FGH8%8%8%have a housing

problem or worry, but
I have in the last 12
months

18271858111567285267817741175172347I have not had a
12%15%n11%I11%I11%I7%4%10%H11%H12%H13%H9%H10%10%10%housing problem or

worry in the last 12
months, but I have in
the last 5 years

241831561331721881931171411077515343305649I have not had a
16%18%20%j18%17%20%27%CDEg23%CDE24%CDE16%C13%C3%19%18%18%housing problem or

worry in the last 5
years, but I have in my
lifetime

7571993603815285404392662882902532738989121810I have never had a
49%m44%46%51%l51%L56%jkL61%DEFG52%DE48%44%44%62%DEFG50%53%b52%housing problem or

worry
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1

not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move when you don't want to.
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes

Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

12514421010481105901256710511051NET: Had problem in
34%FGIjl27%41%FGHIJLm27%25%28%25%26%36%FGhIJL30%30%last 5 years

455479334240375128411411Yes, I currently have
12%10%15%fGhJL9%13%j11%10%11%15%J12%12%a housing problem or

worry

414365291128262922293293I do not currently
11%FgI8%I13%FGHIJL8%I3%7%I7%i6%12%FgI8%8%have a housing

problem or worry, but
I have in the last 12
months

394766412737274517347347I have not had a
10%9%13%Gl11%9%10%8%9%9%10%10%housing problem or

worry in the last 12
months, but I have in
the last 5 years

6212281785758679529649649I have not had a
17%23%eHKM16%20%18%15%19%20%16%18%18%housing problem or

worry in the last 5
years, but I have in my
lifetime

1852582232001792142042598818101810I have never had a
50%49%k43%52%K56%Kl57%eKLm57%eKLm54%K48%52%52%housing problem or

worry
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like
not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move when you don't want to.
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7292334883124964313562703323312681709447831727Unweighted base

7752594193594994222762493133693281659017981699Weighted base

3391111681722121779610916316912466398330728Affording the rent/
44%43%40%48%l42%42%35%44%H52%CDgH46%dH38%40%44%41%43%mortgage/ falling

behind with rent or
mortgage

261901431211921438610011214211247325274599Repair or condition of
34%35%34%34%39%34%31%40%CH36%38%Ch34%28%36%34%35%property

1615210076100102523763838954219159378Problem finding a
21%20%24%21%20%24%19%15%20%22%G27%fGH33%EFGH24%a20%22%suitable home

1113970376260222944575027108121229Being evicted/ having
14%15%17%jK10%12%14%8%12%14%H15%H15%H16%H12%15%b13%to leave when I don't

want to

1123960347162152030606339117110227Bad service from
14%15%14%k9%14%k15%k6%8%10%h16%FGH19%FGH23%eFGH13%14%13%landlord or agent

90216952533240324141351810897205Other housing problem
12%8%16%IJ15%I11%8%14%13%13%11%11%11%12%12%12%

3711281720172181020185344882None of the above
5%4%7%5%4%4%8%cFG3%3%5%6%3%4%6%b5%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or were you worried about?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

1862932491941351561932269517271727Unweighted base

18726629018213816415622096*16991699Weighted base

93120103846071738043728728Affording the rent/
50%FK45%fK35%46%fK44%44%47%FK36%45%43%43%mortgage/ falling

behind with rent or
mortgage

6177118545765409137599599Repair or condition of
33%29%40%GJL30%41%GjL40%GjL25%41%GJL38%g35%35%property

486467412536314223378378Problem finding a
26%24%23%22%18%22%20%19%23%22%22%suitable home

293338252017242814229229Being evicted/ having
15%12%13%14%15%10%15%13%15%13%13%to leave when I don't

want to

152649191927193320227227Bad service from
8%10%17%jLM10%14%17%lM12%15%m20%JLM13%13%landlord or agent

253439221914221813205205Other housing problem
13%13%13%12%13%9%14%f8%13%12%12%

61118877101158282None of the above
3%4%6%4%5%4%6%5%5%5%5%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or were you worried about?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

2276810599131901754861178862227197424Affording the rent/
15%15%13%13%13%9%2%10%14%18%15%14%13%12%12%mortgage/ falling

behind with rent or
mortgage

198699879140963659751029743228185413Repair or condition of
13%15%13%11%14%10%5%12%13%15%17%10%13%11%12%property

104405851695410192956675114092232Problem finding a
7%9%7%7%7%6%1%4%5%8%12%12%8%5%7%suitable home

872743264242416274141247183153Being evicted/ having
6%6%6%3%4%4%1%3%5%6%7%5%4%5%4%to leave when I don't

want to

75264322473947164147367675151Bad service from
5%6%5%3%5%4%1%1%3%6%8%8%4%4%4%landlord or agent

6119483933201514273533167763140Other housing problem
4%4%6%5%3%2%2%3%5%5%6%4%4%4%4%

224171012885114135172946None of the above
1%1%2%1%1%1%1%1%*2%2%1%1%2%1%

999282516514699729632384430397328288124112172458Not had a housing
65%62%66%69%68%76%88%74%71%60%56%66%69%71%70%problem in last 5 years
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or were you worried about?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

34611523213421015954113136180140112424311735Unweighted base

36212819515721216239103125189157112405320725Weighted base

189599280104731449681027344191158349Affording the rent/
52%46%47%51%49%45%35%48%54%54%46%39%47%49%48%mortgage/ falling

behind with rent or
mortgage

1185374507869144457695830154118272Repair or condition of
33%42%38%32%37%43%36%43%46%36%37%27%38%37%38%property

7329513643354152144433710163164Problem finding a
20%22%26%23%20%21%10%14%17%23%28%33%25%20%23%suitable home

63214016393145153537316760126Bad service from
18%17%20%10%18%19%9%5%12%19%23%27%16%19%17%landlord or agent

672133213235314233130205763120Being evicted/ having
19%16%17%13%15%22%7%14%18%16%19%18%14%20%17%to leave when I don't

want to

43143829231069232823106238100Other housing problem
12%11%19%18%11%6%17%9%18%15%15%9%15%12%14%

122637735175381524None of the above
3%2%3%2%3%4%8%5%1%4%3%3%2%5%3%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or were you worried about?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and agree that housing problem has had a negative impact on mental health

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

4613212220272171530188464389Affording the rent/
3%3%3%3%2%3%*3%2%5%3%2%3%3%3%mortgage/ falling

behind with rent or
mortgage

3191913151929816238353166Repair or condition of
2%2%2%2%1%2%*2%1%2%4%2%2%2%2%property

1662599928915109312353Problem finding a
1%1%3%1%1%1%*2%1%2%2%2%2%1%2%suitable home

2969991916118146153046Being evicted/ having
2%1%1%1%1%2%*1%2%1%2%1%1%2%1%to leave when I don't

want to

2271431216-4814146232245Bad service from
1%2%2%*1%2%-1%1%2%2%1%1%1%1%landlord or agent

152169932391292261137Other housing problem
1%*2%1%1%**1%2%2%2%1%1%1%1%

4-5-4113-42-469None of the above
*-1%-***1%-1%*-***

1434431717698976913707485569597530415169416103305Not had a housing
94%94%92%94%95%95%99%94%95%91%91%95%94%94%94%problem in last 5

years/ Do not agree
that housing problem
has had a negative
impact on mental/
physical health/ Did
not go to GP
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or were you worried about?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and agree that housing problem has had a negative impact on mental/physical health
and went to the GP about problem (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7292334883124964313562703323312681709447831727Unweighted base

7752594193594994222762493133693281659017981699Weighted base

4961732882252982531121672042611971226004631063NET: Agree
64%67%69%IJ63%60%60%41%67%H65%H71%DH60%H74%DfH67%A58%63%

155511387995622959691107136221154375Agree strongly     (4)
20%20%33%IJK22%I19%15%11%24%H22%H30%DFH22%H22%H24%A19%22%

3411211501452031918310813515112685380309689Tend to agree      (3)
44%47%36%40%41%45%L30%44%H43%H41%H39%H52%DEH42%39%41%

14947597612085864167477424170170339Tend to disagree   (2)
19%18%14%21%L24%L20%L31%CDEFG17%22%cE13%22%cE14%19%21%20%

79304736575964312737311080120200Disagree strongly  (1)
10%11%11%10%12%14%23%CDEFG13%C9%10%10%6%9%15%B12%

2287710711217714415073948410534250290540NET: Disagree
29%30%25%31%36%L34%L54%CDEFG29%c30%Ce23%32%CE20%28%36%B32%

5292523242514914232510514596Don't know
7%4%6%6%5%6%5%3%5%6%8%g6%6%6%6%

2.792.782.96IJK2.80i2.712.652.292.81H2.83H2.97DfgH2.78H2.96dH2.87A2.662.77Mean

0.900.910.990.920.920.920.960.950.890.940.920.800.910.980.95Standard deviation
0.030.060.050.050.040.050.050.060.050.050.060.060.030.040.02Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

1862932491941351561932269517271727Unweighted base

18726629018213816415622096*16991699Weighted base

12117118811490105881335410631063NET: Agree
65%64%65%g63%65%64%56%60%56%63%63%

386270332542344921375375Agree strongly     (4)
21%23%24%18%18%26%22%22%22%22%22%

83109119816563548333689689Tend to agree      (3)
44%g41%41%44%g47%eG38%34%38%34%41%41%

434952382530413922339339Tend to disagree   (2)
23%18%18%21%18%18%26%fkl18%23%20%20%

152830201917184112200200Disagree strongly  (1)
8%11%10%11%14%10%12%19%gHJKLM12%12%12%

587783584447598134540540NET: Disagree
31%29%28%32%32%29%38%kl37%k35%32%32%

818191041210799696Don't know
4%7%7%5%3%7%6%3%9%Fi6%6%

2.812.822.84f2.742.712.86f2.702.662.722.772.77Mean

0.870.940.940.900.930.950.961.040.980.950.95Standard deviation
0.070.060.060.070.080.080.070.070.110.020.02Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7292334883124964313562703323312681709447831727Unweighted base

7752594193594994222762493133693281659017981699Weighted base

3861462431872302019613817720717370485376861NET: Agree
50%57%58%IJ52%46%47%35%55%CH57%CH56%CH53%cH42%54%A47%51%

1003299555845214650725019138119258Agree strongly     (4)
13%12%24%IJK15%i12%11%8%19%cH16%H20%CH15%H11%15%15%15%

286115144132172155759112713512351347257603Tend to agree      (3)
37%44%n34%37%34%37%27%37%H41%cH37%H38%H31%38%A32%35%

20960891041471131006589777646233220454Tend to disagree   (2)
27%23%21%29%L29%L27%l36%cDEFG26%29%E21%23%28%26%28%27%

1183961469273643635495036118153271Disagree strongly  (1)
15%15%14%13%18%k17%23%DEFG14%11%13%15%22%EFg13%19%B16%

3279915015023918616510012512612683351374725NET: Disagree
42%38%36%42%48%L44%L60%cDEFG40%40%34%38%50%DEfg39%47%B43%

6214262230361511113528136548114Don't know
8%5%6%6%6%8%5%4%4%10%FGh9%Fg8%f7%6%7%

2.522.572.72IJk2.58iJ2.422.452.202.62CH2.64CH2.69CH2.58CH2.342.60A2.462.53Mean

0.930.911.010.920.940.930.900.960.890.970.960.980.920.990.96Standard deviation
0.040.060.050.050.040.050.050.060.050.060.060.080.030.040.02Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my physical health
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

1862932491941351561932269517271727Unweighted base

18726629018213816415622096*16991699Weighted base

1031361558969897710042861861NET: Agree
55%f51%53%49%50%54%49%45%44%51%51%

274142252125243618258258Agree strongly     (4)
14%15%14%13%15%16%15%16%18%15%15%

7695113654864546424603603Tend to agree      (3)
41%EF36%e39%EF36%35%39%ef34%29%25%35%35%

526272644437405626454454Tend to disagree   (2)
28%23%25%35%fgHKL32%l23%26%25%27%27%27%

214144222424275216271271Disagree strongly  (1)
11%15%15%12%17%15%17%23%hJKLM17%16%16%

741031168668616710743725725NET: Disagree
39%39%40%47%49%hl37%43%49%hkLm44%43%43%

1027197113121311114114Don't know
6%I10%IJ6%I4%1%8%I8%I6%I12%IJm7%7%

2.61f2.572.562.522.482.602.512.402.512.532.53Mean

0.890.970.940.890.960.950.981.041.030.960.96Standard deviation
0.070.060.060.070.080.080.070.070.110.020.02Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 4
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my physical health
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

91102143705676588346725725NET: Agree
24%20%28%18%18%20%16%17%25%21%21%

314353261533263419281281Agree strongly     (4)
8%8%10%7%5%9%7%7%10%8%8%

605990444142324927445445Tend to agree      (3)
16%11%17%12%13%11%9%10%15%13%13%

242236191413212111181181Tend to disagree   (2)
6%4%7%5%4%4%6%4%6%5%5%

8121788971849191Disagree strongly  (1)
2%2%3%2%2%3%2%4%2%3%3%

323453262123283914271271NET: Disagree
9%7%10%7%7%6%8%8%8%8%8%

37137374475454Don't know
1%1%3%2%1%2%1%1%4%2%2%

2.932.982.912.922.833.012.892.813.012.922.92Mean

0.840.910.890.890.860.930.941.010.870.910.91Standard deviation
0.080.080.070.090.100.100.090.090.110.030.03Standard error

24738030427823627227035411724582458Not had a housing
66%73%59%73%75%72%75%74%64%70%70%problem in last 5 years
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 1
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

7478123634663476036589589NET: Agree
20%15%24%16%14%17%13%12%20%17%17%

192635181320172117187187Agree strongly     (4)
5%5%7%5%4%5%5%4%9%5%5%

545188443343303920402402Tend to agree      (3)
15%10%17%12%10%11%8%8%11%11%11%

303245262621223113246246Tend to disagree   (2)
8%6%9%7%8%6%6%6%7%7%7%

1619291181412299148148Disagree strongly  (1)
4%4%6%3%3%4%3%6%5%4%4%

465174373436346022394394NET: Disagree
12%10%14%10%11%9%10%12%12%11%11%

615135168696868Don't know
2%3%3%1%*2%2%1%5%2%2%

2.652.662.652.702.632.702.642.442.762.642.64Mean

0.910.970.940.900.870.960.981.041.040.950.95Standard deviation
0.080.080.070.090.100.100.100.100.140.030.03Standard error

24738030427823627227035411724582458Not had a housing
66%73%59%73%75%72%75%74%64%70%70%problem in last 5 years
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 2
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my physical health
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4901573011913132281071421872352101525704631033Unweighted base

53417626222732723483*1311722622531505584931051Weighted base

36212819515721216239103125189157112405320725NET: Agree
68%72%74%J69%65%69%47%78%DH73%DH72%DH62%H75%DH73%A65%69%

1294499667145124243915735162118281Agree strongly     (4)
24%25%38%IJk29%Ij22%19%15%32%dH25%h35%CDfH22%24%29%24%27%

2338496911411172761829910077243202445Tend to agree      (3)
44%48%37%40%43%50%kL33%46%h48%eH38%39%51%dEH44%41%42%

10126313674392517283357218398181Tend to disagree   (2)
19%15%12%16%23%L17%30%CEFG13%17%13%22%cEG14%15%20%b17%

45152220242514101124228395291Disagree strongly  (1)
9%9%8%9%7%10%17%CdeFG8%7%9%9%6%7%11%b9%

1464152569964392740577929122149271NET: Disagree
27%23%20%25%30%L27%l47%CDEFG20%23%22%31%CEG19%22%30%B26%

258151317952615179312354Don't know
5%4%6%6%5%4%6%g1%4%6%g7%G6%g6%5%5%

2.882.933.10IJ2.952.832.812.483.04DH2.95H3.04DH2.81H2.98H3.00A2.822.92Mean

0.890.880.930.930.870.880.960.880.840.950.910.800.870.930.91Standard deviation
0.040.070.060.070.050.060.100.070.060.060.070.070.040.040.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem
FILTER: Had housing problem in last 5 years

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

12215517410975981111266310331033Unweighted base

125144210104*81*105*90*125*67*10511051Weighted base

91102143705676588346725725NET: Agree
72%71%68%68%70%72%64%66%69%69%69%

314353261533263419281281Agree strongly     (4)
25%30%25%25%19%32%i29%27%28%27%27%

605990444142324927445445Tend to agree      (3)
48%g41%43%42%51%g40%35%39%41%42%42%

242236191413212111181181Tend to disagree   (2)
19%15%17%18%17%13%23%h17%16%17%17%

8121788971849191Disagree strongly  (1)
6%8%8%7%9%9%8%14%m6%9%9%

323453262123283914271271NET: Disagree
26%24%25%25%26%22%31%31%21%26%26%

37137374475454Don't know
2%5%6%7%4%6%4%3%10%fM5%5%

2.932.982.912.922.833.012.892.813.012.922.92Mean

0.840.910.890.890.860.930.941.010.870.910.91Standard deviation
0.080.080.070.090.100.100.090.090.110.030.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem
FILTER: Had housing problem in last 5 years

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

12117118811490105881335410631063NET: Agree
33%G33%G37%FGHIj30%28%28%24%28%29%30%30%

386270332542344921375375Agree strongly     (4)
10%12%i14%gIJ9%8%11%9%10%11%11%11%

83109119816563548333689689Tend to agree      (3)
22%Gh21%G23%fGH21%G21%g17%15%17%18%20%20%

434952382530413922339339Tend to disagree   (2)
12%9%10%10%8%8%11%8%12%10%10%

152830201917184112200200Disagree strongly  (1)
4%5%6%5%6%4%5%9%gHjlM6%6%6%

587783584447598134540540NET: Disagree
16%15%16%15%14%12%16%17%18%15%15%

818191041210799696Don't know
2%3%f4%Fi3%1%3%3%1%5%FI3%3%

2.812.822.84f2.742.712.86f2.702.662.722.772.77Mean

0.870.940.940.900.930.950.961.040.980.950.95Standard deviation
0.070.060.060.070.080.080.070.070.110.020.02Standard error

1852582232001792142042598818101810Not had a housing
50%49%k43%52%K56%Kl57%eKLm57%eKLm54%K48%52%52%problem
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 3
Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements?
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, long-term stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem (rebased to the English population)

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

5191653642083232721661922342581921256824851167Unweighted base

536189313242322274128176220280224124*6495041152Weighted base

1204093557862184859786124163125288Yes, I went to my GP
22%21%30%i23%24%23%14%27%H27%H28%H27%H20%25%25%25%about this

416149220188245212111128161202162100486379865NET: No
78%79%70%77%76%77%l86%DEFG73%73%72%73%80%75%75%75%

1484272668261273560794833140142282No I didn't go to my
28%22%23%27%26%22%21%20%27%28%g21%26%22%28%B24%GP, but I considered

it

267107148122162151839310212311467346237583No, I didn't go to my
50%57%47%50%50%55%l65%cDEFG53%e46%44%51%54%53%a47%51%GP and didnâ€™t

consider it
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on your physical or mental health.
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental/physical health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

132208174128901111181466011671167Unweighted base

133185204124*93*116*97*14060*11521152Weighted base

284749292430353115288288Yes, I went to my GP
21%25%24%23%26%26%37%FJKlM22%24%25%25%about this

1051381559569866210945865865NET: No
79%G75%g76%G77%G74%74%63%78%G76%75%75%

32445630193621349282282No I didn't go to my
24%24%27%24%21%31%E22%24%15%24%24%GP, but I considered

it

7394100654950407536583583No, I didn't go to my
55%g51%49%53%53%43%42%53%g60%Gh51%51%GP and didnâ€™t

consider it
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on your physical or mental health.
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental/physical health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

37312124614122417161115142192158114447335782Unweighted base

391137*21016622717446*105*130203179114*429348778Weighted base

9827624350507303262502310599204Yes, I went to my GP
25%20%29%26%22%28%16%28%24%30%h28%20%24%28%26%about this

29310914912317712538769914112991324249573NET: No
75%80%71%74%78%72%84%e72%76%70%72%80%76%72%74%

116395049674492542633931105104210No I didn't go to my
30%29%24%29%29%25%20%24%32%dh31%d22%27%25%30%27%GP, but I considered

it

17770997511080295056789060219145364No, I didn't go to my
45%51%47%45%48%46%64%dEFg48%43%39%50%e52%E51%A42%47%GP and didnâ€™t

consider it
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on your physical or mental health.
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental/physical health
FILTER: Had housing problem in last 5 years

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

94121130805677809450782782Unweighted base

96*109*15577*60*81*62*87*51*778778Weighted base

192644181520232613204204Yes, I went to my GP
20%24%28%23%26%25%36%M30%26%26%26%about this

7782111594461406138573573NET: No
80%G76%72%77%74%75%64%70%74%74%74%

23324418133117257210210No I didn't go to my
24%29%e28%e23%22%38%Eijm28%29%e14%27%27%GP, but I considered

it

545068413130223631364364No, I didn't go to my
56%fGH46%44%54%gh52%37%36%41%60%fGHk47%47%GP and didnâ€™t

consider it
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on your physical or mental health.
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental/physical health
FILTER: Had housing problem in last 5 years

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

284749292430353115288288Yes, I went to my GP
8%9%10%8%8%8%10%6%8%8%8%about this

1051381559569866210945865865NET: No
28%fGi26%G30%FGHI25%G22%23%g17%23%g25%g25%25%

32445630193621349282282No I didn't go to my
9%8%11%EfGI8%6%10%eg6%7%5%8%8%GP, but I considered

it

7394100654950407536583583No, I didn't go to my
20%GH18%Gh19%GH17%G16%13%11%16%g20%Gh17%17%GP and didn't

consider it

23933830925922426126333912523572357Not had housing problem
64%65%60%68%K71%K69%K73%KLM71%Klm68%67%67%/it did not have a

negative impact on
mental/physical health
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 5
Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on your physical or mental health.
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental/physical health (rebased to the English population)

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4821523391923002511441832202421711226334491082Unweighted base

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

2579511711516513183100901259634280248529Before the housing
52%55%41%51%L56%L52%L75%CDEFG60%CdEF44%C48%C49%C28%47%54%B50%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

18867968710599184784926977216170386The housing problem or
38%39%33%39%35%39%16%28%H41%GH35%H35%H63%DEFGH36%37%36%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

51117523282311213045321110445149The housing problem or
10%6%26%IJK10%9%9%9%12%15%17%ch16%9%17%A10%14%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121189160121871041081375510821082Unweighted base

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

5286103644654426120529529Before the housing
43%51%55%em56%em52%51%48%46%38%50%50%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

536562393235294724386386The housing problem or
44%k38%33%34%35%34%33%35%44%36%36%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

161923111216162510149149The housing problem or
13%11%12%10%13%15%19%j19%jl18%14%14%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

7292334883124964313562703323312681709447831727Unweighted base

7752594193594994222762493133693281659017981699Weighted base

2579511711516513183100901259634280248529Before the housing
33%37%28%32%33%31%30%C40%CDFH29%c34%C29%c21%31%31%31%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

18867968710599184784926977216170386The housing problem or
24%26%23%24%21%23%6%19%H27%GH25%H21%H46%DEFGH24%21%23%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

51117523282311213045321110445149The housing problem or
7%4%18%IJK6%6%6%4%8%H10%H12%H10%H7%12%A6%9%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse

279861311352011691648110910813044301335636Did not have a negative
36%33%31%37%40%L40%L59%CDEFG33%35%c29%40%CE26%33%42%B37%impact on mental health
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 6
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health (rebased to those that ever had housing problem)

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

16566706610866245250846930160150310Before the housing
11%14%9%9%11%7%3%10%8%13%12%7%9%9%9%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

1565474738576113559716072173135308The housing problem or
10%12%10%10%8%8%2%7%10%11%10%16%10%8%9%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

40850191919415163428117235107The housing problem or
3%2%6%3%2%2%1%3%3%5%5%2%4%2%3%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse

1170331584583815801676412476470424326139413902784Not had a housing
76%72%75%79%79%83%95%80%79%71%73%74%77%81%79%problem in last 5

years/it did not have a
negative impact on
mental health
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and it had a negative impact on mental health (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



TenureRegion
RentedOwnedYork-

fromRentedNET:withOwnedNET:shire &
PrivatehousingfromSocialmort-out-Home-SouthSouthEast Mid-West Mid-Humber-NorthNorthNET:
renterassoc.councilRentersgagerightownersWestEastLondonEasternlandslandssideWestEastNorthTotal

6033992866859091242215135757045439730735941547217810653509Unweighted base

39723244567812161164237937252351338231737736047918510243509Weighted base

483165961085516233387535223226301874310Before the housing
12%13%15%14%9%5%7%9%7%15%9%7%8%7%6%10%7%9%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

712740671154816345515227263021362077308The housing problem or
18%12%9%10%9%4%7%12%10%10%7%8%8%6%7%11%7%9%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

1721284922153713141588141117836107The housing problem or
4%9%6%7%2%1%2%3%3%3%2%2%4%3%4%4%4%3%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse

261153313465970104620172824213703122603013023961388372784Not had a housing
66%66%70%69%80%90%85%76%80%72%82%82%80%84%83%75%82%79%problem in last 5

years/it did not have a
negative impact on
mental health
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and it had a negative impact on mental health (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

16566706610866245250846930160150310Before the housing
11%14%9%9%11%7%3%10%8%13%12%7%9%9%9%problem or worry, I had

no issue with my mental
health

1565474738576113559716072173135308The housing problem or
10%12%10%10%8%8%2%7%10%11%10%16%10%8%9%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a little
bit worse

40850191919415163428117235107The housing problem or
3%2%6%3%2%2%1%3%3%5%5%2%4%2%3%worry made a mental

health problem that I
already had a lot worse

1170331584583815801676412476470424326139413902784Not had a housing
76%72%75%79%79%83%95%80%79%71%73%74%77%81%79%problem in last 5

years/it did not have a
negative impact on
mental health
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on your mental health.
Which of the following applies to you?
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and it had a negative impact on mental health (rebased to the English population)

Prepared by ComRes



Statements
The housingThe housingThe housing
problem orproblem orproblem or

The housingworry caused meworry causedworry caused meThe housingThe housingThe housing
problem orinsomnia/problems withto haveproblem orproblem orproblem or

worry causedsleepingmysuicidalworry caused meworry caused meworry caused me
panic attack(s)problemsrelationshipsthoughtsstressdepressionanxiety

516516516516516516516Unweighted base

529529529529529529529Weighted base

15842327189485286450NET: Agree
30%80%51%17%92%54%85%

52141852919998157Agree strongly     (4)
10%27%16%6%38%19%30%

10628218660286187292Tend to agree      (3)
20%53%35%11%54%35%55%

13750108882911936Tend to disagree   (2)
26%9%21%17%5%23%7%

21446121341139632Disagree strongly  (1)
41%9%23%65%2%18%6%

351962304294221568NET: Disagree
66%18%43%81%8%41%13%

209271022711Don't know
4%2%5%2%*5%2%

1.993.002.471.573.272.573.11Mean

1.020.851.040.900.681.010.78Standard deviation
0.050.040.050.040.030.050.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 7
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
Summary Table
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

2227210199142108758882997926243207450NET: Agree
86%M75%86%86%86%82%90%e88%90%e80%82%78%87%83%85%

752640403740213026443248275157Agree strongly     (4)
29%28%34%j35%j23%31%25%30%29%35%33%13%29%30%30%

14645615810568545855564722161131292Tend to agree      (3)
57%48%52%51%63%ikl52%65%dE58%e61%E45%49%65%57%53%55%

1710710712578836152136Tend to disagree   (2)
7%11%6%8%4%9%6%7%9%6%3%17%5%8%7%

131236121232-14112171532Disagree strongly  (1)
5%13%N3%5%7%9%l3%f2%-11%FGh11%FGh6%6%6%6%

30221015192389822148323668NET: Disagree
12%23%N9%13%12%18%l9%9%9%17%14%22%11%14%13%

51614-*3143-6611Don't know
2%1%5%I1%3%-1%3%1%3%4%-2%2%2%

3.13m2.923.24iJ3.173.043.043.133.193.213.073.082.853.123.103.11Mean

0.750.950.690.780.760.870.660.670.590.950.920.710.760.800.78Standard deviation
0.050.110.060.080.060.080.060.070.060.090.110.130.050.050.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me anxiety
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

486685623943375119450450NET: Agree
92%hL76%82%97%FgHIKL84%79%88%84%93%85%85%

17214318111712146157157Agree strongly     (4)
33%24%41%FiL28%24%31%29%22%29%30%30%

314542442826253813292292Tend to agree      (3)
59%k52%41%70%HKl60%k48%60%k62%K64%55%55%

2108*2535-3636Tend to disagree   (2)
4%12%J8%j1%5%9%j6%8%j-7%7%

-871561313232Disagree strongly  (1)
-9%jM6%1%12%JM12%JM3%5%4%6%6%

2181518114816868NET: Disagree
4%21%JM15%Jm2%16%Jm21%JM9%13%J4%13%13%

2231--1211111Don't know
4%3%3%1%--2%3%3%2%2%

3.30fhIL2.943.21l3.24iL2.962.983.173.053.223.113.11Mean

0.550.860.860.540.870.940.680.720.650.780.78Standard deviation
0.080.090.100.070.130.130.100.090.150.030.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 8
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me anxiety
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

1474472657773386150685218138147286NET: Agree
57%46%61%J56%46%55%45%61%H55%55%54%51%49%59%B54%

5013272724218272222172425698Agree strongly     (4)
19%13%23%j23%14%16%10%27%H24%H18%17%7%15%22%b19%

9731443853522934284635159692187Tend to agree      (3)
38%33%38%33%32%40%35%34%31%37%37%45%34%37%35%

5225242539312819202219116950119Tend to disagree   (2)
20%27%21%21%23%24%34%dEG19%22%18%20%32%25%20%23%

44201522382214161527186583896Disagree strongly  (1)
17%21%13%19%23%l17%17%16%17%21%19%17%21%15%18%

96453946775342353649381712887215NET: Disagree
38%47%34%40%46%l41%51%G35%40%39%39%49%46%A35%41%

1366412534587-141327Don't know
5%7%5%4%7%4%4%4%5%7%7%-5%5%5%

2.632.412.76J2.632.412.572.402.75H2.662.542.562.422.462.71B2.57Mean

1.000.990.981.061.020.960.901.051.051.041.020.861.001.001.01Standard deviation
0.070.110.090.110.090.090.090.100.110.100.120.150.060.070.05Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me depression
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

35515133292324319286286NET: Agree
67%Hk59%49%51%63%h43%58%52%42%54%54%

131617129116959898Agree strongly     (4)
25%19%17%19%19%20%14%15%25%19%19%

22353420201319223187187Tend to agree      (3)
41%h40%h33%31%44%h24%44%h37%17%35%35%

121522179149157119119Tend to disagree   (2)
22%17%21%26%19%26%21%25%36%23%23%

31723881571149696Disagree strongly  (1)
6%20%M22%M12%16%28%jM18%m18%m22%18%18%

153245241729162612215215NET: Disagree
29%37%43%38%36%54%lM38%43%58%41%41%

24771223-2727Don't know
5%4%7%11%i1%3%4%5%-5%5%

2.90fgHK2.612.472.662.672.372.562.512.452.572.57Mean

0.881.031.050.970.981.110.960.981.121.011.01Standard deviation
0.120.110.120.120.150.160.140.130.260.050.05Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 9
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me depression
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

240841061091511187491841168633258227485NET: Agree
93%89%90%95%92%90%89%92%93%93%90%96%92%92%92%

95315250574122413150401510792199Agree strongly     (4)
37%33%44%I43%i35%31%27%41%H35%40%h41%h45%38%37%38%

1455354609478525053664717150135286Tend to agree      (3)
56%56%46%52%57%l59%l62%50%59%53%48%51%54%55%54%

1187499675371171229Tend to disagree   (2)
4%9%6%4%5%7%7%7%6%2%7%4%6%5%5%

52324442-62-6713Disagree strongly  (1)
2%2%3%1%3%3%4%f2%-5%f2%-2%3%2%

16101061313985991231942NET: Disagree
6%11%9%5%8%10%11%8%6%7%9%4%8%8%8%

111-1---1-1--22Don't know
*1%1%-*---1%-1%--1%*

3.293.203.333.37i3.243.183.113.31h3.29h3.283.303.413.283.273.27Mean

0.640.680.710.630.670.690.710.680.570.730.690.580.670.690.68Standard deviation
0.040.080.060.060.050.060.070.070.060.070.080.100.040.050.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

497596624449395219485485NET: Agree
94%87%93%97%Fl96%91%93%85%92%92%92%

19304620152218218199199Agree strongly     (4)
36%35%44%32%32%41%42%35%41%38%38%

304550422927223010286286Tend to agree      (3)
58%52%48%66%k64%50%51%50%51%54%54%

27621317-2929Tend to disagree   (2)
5%8%5%3%2%6%2%11%j-5%5%

-32-112221313Disagree strongly  (1)
-3%2%-2%3%4%4%8%2%2%

21082253924242NET: Disagree
5%12%j7%3%4%9%7%15%J8%8%8%

11-------22Don't know
1%1%-------**

3.323.203.353.293.263.303.313.173.253.273.27Mean

0.560.740.680.510.610.710.720.770.830.680.68Standard deviation
0.080.080.070.060.090.100.100.100.190.030.03Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 10
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me stress
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

4713241821267191322189315889NET: Agree
18%14%21%j16%12%20%9%19%h14%18%h19%h28%11%23%B17%

1398669252767121729Agree strongly     (4)
5%9%6%5%4%7%3%5%2%6%6%20%4%7%6%

345171214175141115123194160Tend to agree      (3)
13%m5%14%10%8%13%6%14%h12%12%13%8%7%16%B11%

5013202325207251519148444488Tend to disagree   (2)
19%13%17%20%15%15%8%25%H17%h15%15%22%16%18%17%

15569697311585695560816017199142341Disagree strongly  (1)
60%72%59%63%69%l65%82%DEFG55%67%65%62%50%71%A57%65%

2058188961401057579751007525243186429NET: Disagree
80%85%76%83%85%l80%90%DeG80%84%80%77%72%87%A75%81%

51415-11234-6410Don't know
2%1%3%I1%3%i-1%1%2%2%4%-2%2%2%

1.621.511.67j1.571.451.621.291.69H1.49h1.57H1.61H1.981.431.73B1.57Mean

0.910.950.960.890.820.960.710.900.790.920.951.190.800.980.90Standard deviation
0.060.110.080.090.070.080.070.090.080.090.110.210.050.070.04Standard error
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 11
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me to have suicidal thoughts
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

11923810108738989NET: Agree
22%l10%23%l13%21%18%18%12%15%17%17%

34812513-2929Agree strongly     (4)
6%5%8%1%5%10%j3%6%-6%6%

84157856436060Tend to agree      (3)
16%l5%15%l11%16%l8%15%l6%15%11%11%

16188731161458888Tend to disagree   (2)
32%gIJK21%iK8%11%7%20%k15%22%iK23%17%17%

215871493331283812341341Disagree strongly  (1)
41%67%M69%M77%hM72%M58%67%M62%M59%65%65%

387579563642345117429429NET: Disagree
73%87%m77%87%m79%78%82%85%83%81%81%

321--2-2*1010Don't know
5%jk3%1%--3%-4%2%2%2%

1.86fJL1.471.611.371.551.69j1.551.531.551.571.57Mean

0.930.821.010.740.951.010.870.860.760.900.90Standard deviation
0.130.090.110.090.150.150.120.110.180.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 11
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me to have suicidal thoughts
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

1394565647667325043735320131141271NET: Agree
54%48%55%55%46%51%38%51%h47%59%H55%H60%47%57%B51%

4215222320216191024197364985Agree strongly     (4)
16%16%19%20%12%16%7%19%H11%19%H20%H21%13%20%b16%

9730434156462632334934139591186Tend to agree      (3)
38%32%37%36%34%35%31%32%36%39%35%39%34%37%35%

482315214231231527172165454108Tend to disagree   (2)
19%24%12%18%25%L24%L28%EG15%30%EG13%22%17%19%22%21%

502529233931262817291847844121Disagree strongly  (1)
19%27%25%20%23%23%31%df28%19%23%18%13%28%A18%23%

97484344806249434445391013298230NET: Disagree
38%50%n37%38%49%l47%59%DEG43%49%36%40%30%47%39%43%

2129892374653171027Don't know
8%2%7%I7%i5%2%3%7%4%5%5%10%6%4%5%

2.552.372.532.592.372.442.142.45h2.41h2.58H2.59H2.772.342.61B2.47Mean

1.011.051.091.051.001.030.961.120.931.071.030.981.041.011.04Standard deviation
0.070.120.100.110.080.090.100.110.100.110.120.180.060.070.05Standard error
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused problems with my relationships
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

333852322725163515271271NET: Agree
63%GL44%50%50%58%47%39%57%g72%51%51%

91921510113248585Agree strongly     (4)
18%F22%FgJ20%Fj7%23%FgJ21%Fj8%4%20%16%16%

231931271614133211186186Tend to agree      (3)
45%hL22%30%43%L35%26%31%53%GHiKL52%35%35%

122017149101610-108108Tend to disagree   (2)
24%23%17%22%19%18%39%FHijKl16%-21%21%

519301510168136121121Disagree strongly  (1)
9%22%m29%M24%m21%29%M20%21%28%23%23%

17394829182624226230230NET: Disagree
33%45%46%46%40%48%58%fM37%28%43%43%

210431313-2727Don't know
4%11%k4%4%3%5%3%6%-5%5%

2.75fGJ2.492.422.352.612.402.282.422.642.472.47Mean

0.881.121.140.941.081.150.890.891.121.041.04Standard deviation
0.120.120.130.120.170.170.130.120.260.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 12
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused problems with my relationships
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

206749696133986282761057325232191423NET: Agree
80%78%82%83%80%75%74%83%85%h84%h76%73%83%77%80%

632541333532173122382947071141Agree strongly     (4)
24%26%35%iJ29%21%24%20%31%h25%31%30%13%25%29%27%

1434955639867455154674420162120282Tend to agree      (3)
56%51%47%54%59%l51%54%51%60%54%46%60%58%a48%53%

241176181913677126212950Tend to disagree   (2)
9%12%6%5%11%14%Kl15%EG6%7%5%13%17%7%12%9%

237121210129841393242246Disagree strongly  (1)
9%7%10%11%6%9%10%8%5%11%10%8%9%9%9%

47181918293021141120228455196NET: Disagree
18%19%16%16%17%23%25%Fg14%12%16%22%25%16%21%18%

532143133-21369Don't know
2%4%2%1%2%2%1%3%e3%e-2%2%1%3%2%

2.973.003.093.022.982.922.843.09h3.08h3.042.972.803.002.993.00Mean

0.840.830.910.880.770.870.860.850.720.890.910.780.820.880.85Standard deviation
0.050.100.080.090.060.080.090.080.080.090.110.140.050.060.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 13
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me insomnia/ sleeping problems
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

437074533945364815423423NET: Agree
83%81%72%83%85%83%86%79%71%80%80%

182228207198127141141Agree strongly     (4)
35%fi25%27%32%i16%35%i20%19%33%27%27%

25484633322628368282282Tend to agree      (3)
48%56%45%52%69%hKm48%66%Km60%38%53%53%

610164132725050Tend to disagree   (2)
11%12%16%gi6%2%6%4%11%9%9%9%

15114564644646Disagree strongly  (1)
2%6%11%m7%11%m11%m8%10%m20%9%9%

6152786951369696NET: Disagree
12%18%26%gjm13%14%17%12%21%29%18%18%

31231-1--99Don't know
5%1%2%4%1%-2%--2%2%

3.22Fik3.012.903.132.913.073.002.882.843.003.00Mean

0.710.800.930.820.800.930.770.831.120.850.85Standard deviation
0.100.080.100.100.120.130.110.110.260.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 13
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me insomnia/ sleeping problems
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

2387913897153128104105911087731291225516Unweighted base

25795*117115*16513183*100*90*125*96*34**280248529Weighted base

8427382942492025284129147583158NET: Agree
33%28%32%25%25%38%jk24%25%31%33%31%40%27%33%30%

2591315131048815115252752Agree strongly     (4)
10%9%11%13%8%8%5%8%9%12%11%16%9%11%10%

581824142939161720261985056106Tend to agree      (3)
23%19%21%12%17%30%JK19%17%22%21%19%24%18%23%20%

641931364326242728301998057137Tend to disagree   (2)
25%20%26%31%i26%20%29%28%31%24%19%26%28%23%26%

96454542765239413346431212490214Disagree strongly  (1)
37%47%38%36%46%39%47%42%36%37%45%34%44%36%41%

16064757811978636961756220204147351NET: Disagree
62%67%65%68%72%i60%76%E69%67%60%64%60%73%A59%66%

1454944-6185-21820Don't know
5%5%3%8%3%3%-6%H1%7%H5%h-1%7%B4%

2.051.902.062.021.872.061.821.912.042.09h1.972.211.912.09b1.99Mean

1.021.041.041.040.981.020.920.980.991.071.081.100.991.051.02Standard deviation
0.070.120.090.110.080.090.090.100.100.110.130.200.060.070.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 14
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused panic attack(s)
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

549083674249516119516516Unweighted base

52*86*103*64*46*54*42*61*20**529529Weighted base

19282917121914154158158NET: Agree
36%33%28%26%27%36%34%25%20%30%30%

312124464515252Agree strongly     (4)
7%14%12%6%8%11%10%9%6%10%10%

1516171391310103106106Tend to agree      (3)
29%19%16%21%19%25%24%16%14%20%20%

1821231912169162137137Tend to disagree   (2)
34%24%22%30%27%30%21%26%12%26%26%

123447242018192813214214Disagree strongly  (1)
24%39%m46%M37%43%m34%44%M46%M66%41%41%

305570433234274416351351NET: Disagree
58%63%68%67%69%64%65%72%77%66%66%

34442-12*2020Don't know
7%h4%4%6%4%-1%3%2%4%4%

2.202.081.941.951.922.141.991.881.601.991.99Mean

0.911.091.070.930.991.021.051.000.981.021.02Standard deviation
0.130.120.120.120.160.150.150.130.230.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 14
Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused panic attack(s)
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had no issue with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Statements
The housing

The housingThe housingproblem or
problem orproblem orworry causedThe housingThe housing

worry causedworry causedexistingproblem orThe housingproblem orThe housing
existingexistingproblems withworry caused meproblem orworry made myproblem or

problems withproblems withmyto have moreworry increasedexistingworry made my
panic attackssleeping to getrelationshipssuicidalmy stressdepressionexisting
to get worseworseto get worsethoughtslevelsworseanxiety worse

566566566566566566566Unweighted base

535535535535535535535Weighted base

278422284181499426463NET: Agree
52%79%53%34%93%80%87%

1041539663232152184Agree strongly     (4)
19%29%18%12%43%28%34%

174270187118266274280Tend to agree      (3)
32%50%35%22%50%51%52%

12069130139205536Tend to disagree   (2)
22%13%24%26%4%10%7%

108298018983424Disagree strongly  (1)
20%5%15%35%2%6%4%

22898211328288960NET: Disagree
43%18%39%61%5%17%11%

2915412582011Don't know
5%3%8%5%2%4%2%

2.543.052.612.113.373.063.19Mean

1.040.810.981.040.640.820.75Standard deviation
0.050.030.040.050.030.040.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 15
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
Summary Table
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

199691559211410226591041218963280183463NET: Agree
83%89%91%i84%86%83%93%C88%C91%C89%C89%C72%88%85%87%

6920853139288254360291812559184Agree strongly     (4)
29%26%50%IJK28%30%23%29%38%C38%C44%CD29%20%39%A27%34%

1294971617574183460616046156124280Tend to agree      (3)
54%63%41%56%L56%L60%L64%e50%53%45%60%E52%49%58%b52%

186798111674711191836Tend to disagree   (2)
7%7%4%9%6%9%5%9%e6%3%7%12%E6%8%7%

1635775-12929131124Disagree strongly  (1)
7%4%3%6%6%4%-2%2%6%2%11%DFGh4%5%4%

3391216151617912920312960NET: Disagree
14%11%7%15%l12%13%5%11%8%9%9%23%DEFgH10%13%11%

7-31341113248311Don't know
3%-2%1%2%3%2%2%1%2%2%4%3%1%2%

3.093.113.41IJK3.073.133.063.25C3.26C3.28C3.29C3.17C2.853.26A3.093.19Mean

0.800.700.710.790.760.710.550.690.670.810.660.880.750.750.75Standard deviation
0.050.080.050.080.060.060.090.080.060.070.070.100.040.050.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry made my existing anxiety worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

577870463644435931463463NET: Agree
82%92%fkm83%90%84%87%93%82%91%87%87%

193017251522182611184184Agree strongly     (4)
28%36%K20%50%KM34%43%K40%K37%K32%34%34%

374854202222243220280280Tend to agree      (3)
54%57%j63%fHJ40%50%43%53%45%59%52%52%

53103611613636Tend to disagree   (2)
7%4%11%gl6%13%ghl3%2%8%4%7%7%

43311515-2424Disagree strongly  (1)
6%3%4%2%2%10%2%7%-4%4%

961347721116060NET: Disagree
13%7%15%g8%15%13%4%15%g4%11%11%

3121*-1221111Don't know
4%1%2%1%1%-3%3%5%2%2%

3.093.26K3.003.40Km3.173.193.35Km3.153.293.193.19Mean

0.800.680.700.710.720.930.640.870.550.750.75Standard deviation
0.100.070.080.100.110.130.090.100.090.030.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry made my existing anxiety worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

18560145861088823581001137953251174426NET: Agree
77%78%85%I78%81%i72%80%c86%C88%Cd83%C78%C60%79%81%80%

6014672735237203648301110151152Agree strongly     (4)
25%19%39%IJK24%26%19%26%c29%C31%C35%C30%C13%32%a24%28%

1244678597364153864654942150123274Tend to agree      (3)
52%59%45%54%55%53%54%57%56%48%48%48%47%57%B51%

31101316818379101114342155Tend to disagree   (2)
13%12%8%14%j6%15%Jl12%10%8%8%11%16%e11%10%10%

144951461146616201434Disagree strongly  (1)
6%5%5%5%11%l5%4%2%4%4%6%19%DEFGh6%6%6%

4513222122255813161730553589NET: Disagree
19%17%13%19%17%20%16%12%12%12%17%35%DEFGh17%16%17%

944331012175414620Don't know
4%5%3%3%2%8%Jl3%3%1%5%f5%f5%f4%3%4%

3.012.973.22IJk3.012.992.933.06C3.16C3.16C3.20C3.07C2.573.083.013.06Mean

0.800.730.800.770.880.770.770.670.720.770.830.950.840.780.82Standard deviation
0.050.090.060.080.070.070.120.080.060.070.090.100.050.050.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 17
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry made my existing depression worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

477171343642405729426426NET: Agree
68%84%JM84%jM68%82%82%86%JM79%86%80%80%

13272014121715277152152Agree strongly     (4)
19%32%m23%28%28%33%33%m38%kM21%28%28%

344452202425242922274274Tend to agree      (3)
49%52%61%FJ41%54%49%53%41%65%51%51%

99711553525555Tend to disagree   (2)
14%10%9%21%FGk12%9%6%7%5%10%10%

9334132813434Disagree strongly  (1)
13%ikl4%4%7%2%6%4%12%3%6%6%

181211146841328989NET: Disagree
26%Gkl14%12%28%GKl15%15%10%18%7%17%17%

4132122222020Don't know
6%1%4%4%3%3%4%3%7%4%4%

2.783.14M3.07m2.923.11m3.12m3.21M3.083.123.063.06Mean

0.930.760.700.900.720.830.730.970.620.820.82Standard deviation
0.110.080.080.130.110.110.100.110.110.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 17
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry made my existing depression worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

2147516010112411327681111299471305194499NET: Agree
89%96%94%92%94%93%94%c100%CDeH97%C95%C93%C81%95%A90%93%

95299339524811315566442615281232Agree strongly     (4)
40%38%54%IJK36%39%40%38%46%C48%C49%C43%c29%47%A37%43%

1194568617265163656635045153113266Tend to agree      (3)
50%58%40%56%L54%L53%L56%54%49%46%50%52%48%53%50%

12347622-234951420Tend to disagree   (2)
5%4%3%7%i4%2%6%G-2%2%4%10%EFG2%7%B4%

8-5122--1224538Disagree strongly  (1)
3%-3%1%1%1%--1%1%2%5%fg2%1%2%

20398742-25513111728NET: Disagree
8%4%5%7%6%3%6%G-2%4%5%g15%DEFG3%8%B5%

5-1115--1223538Don't know
2%-1%1%1%4%jl--1%2%2%4%2%2%2%

3.293.343.47jk3.283.333.373.323.46C3.46C3.44C3.37C3.093.43A3.283.37Mean

0.720.550.680.610.620.590.590.500.560.620.640.780.620.650.64Standard deviation
0.050.060.050.060.050.050.090.060.050.050.070.080.030.040.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 18
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry increased my stress levels
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

678175494347436132499499NET: Agree
97%F96%Fk89%97%f99%Fk91%94%85%96%93%93%

264030291728232712232232Agree strongly     (4)
38%48%36%58%fKm40%54%fkm50%38%36%43%43%

414145202619203420266266Tend to agree      (3)
59%Hj48%53%h39%59%Hj37%44%48%60%50%50%

2381*114-2020Tend to disagree   (2)
3%3%9%h2%1%1%2%5%-4%4%

------17188Disagree strongly  (1)
------2%9%HiJKLM2%2%2%

2381*121012828NET: Disagree
3%3%9%h2%1%1%4%15%gHIJLM2%5%5%

-121-41-188Don't know
-1%2%1%-8%FiLM1%-2%2%2%

3.343.45Fk3.273.57FKM3.393.58FKM3.44f3.143.333.373.37Mean

0.550.560.630.530.510.520.660.890.580.640.64Standard deviation
0.070.060.070.070.080.070.090.100.100.030.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 18
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry increased my stress levels
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

862266323945722474838199784181NET: Agree
36%28%39%j29%29%36%26%33%42%C35%c38%C21%30%39%b34%

2192714914261616167362763Agree strongly     (4)
9%12%16%J13%7%11%8%10%14%12%15%8%11%13%12%

651339183031516313122126158118Tend to agree      (3)
27%17%23%16%23%25%17%23%27%C23%22%14%19%27%b22%

572941343629919204224258257139Tend to disagree   (2)
24%38%N24%31%27%24%30%27%18%31%F24%28%26%26%26%

85235542533912244242323912465189Disagree strongly  (1)
36%30%32%39%40%32%41%35%37%31%31%44%e39%a30%35%

1425396768968204262845663206122328NET: Disagree
59%68%56%69%il67%il56%71%f62%55%62%56%72%DF64%57%61%

1139251013447517825Don't know
5%4%5%1%4%8%K3%5%4%3%7%6%5%4%5%

2.102.102.24J2.031.952.171.932.082.20C2.17C2.23C1.842.032.22b2.11Mean

1.010.981.101.040.961.040.991.011.111.011.090.961.051.031.04Standard deviation
0.070.120.080.110.080.100.160.120.100.090.120.110.060.070.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me to have more suicidal thoughts
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

203235161618151713181181NET: Agree
30%38%f41%F31%37%35%32%23%39%34%34%

613109377446363Agree strongly     (4)
9%16%F12%17%f7%14%15%f5%13%12%12%

141924713118139118118Tend to agree      (3)
21%22%29%j14%30%j21%17%18%27%22%22%

14222011111710278139139Tend to disagree   (2)
20%26%23%22%24%33%22%37%km24%26%26%

312328221516202411189189Disagree strongly  (1)
45%L28%32%44%l34%30%44%l34%32%35%35%

454547332533305119328328NET: Disagree
65%54%55%66%58%64%66%71%kl56%61%61%

3732211422525Don't know
5%8%4%3%5%1%1%6%5%5%5%

1.932.29fm2.222.052.112.192.031.942.212.112.11Mean

1.041.081.051.150.991.041.120.881.071.041.04Standard deviation
0.130.110.120.160.150.140.150.100.180.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 19
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused me to have more suicidal thoughts
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

13638101507064142963756736161123284NET: Agree
57%49%59%k45%53%52%50%43%55%c55%c66%CG41%50%57%53%

48123622172141221292010583896Agree strongly     (4)
20%15%21%j20%13%17%14%18%18%22%c20%12%18%18%18%

88266527534210174246472610285187Tend to agree      (3)
37%34%38%k25%40%K35%36%25%37%34%46%CeG30%32%39%35%

572432323234720273117298744130Tend to disagree   (2)
24%31%19%29%l24%28%l25%29%d23%23%17%33%D27%20%24%

30102320211541222151216483380Disagree strongly  (1)
13%13%14%19%16%13%14%17%19%e11%12%19%15%15%15%

87355553534911324846294513476211NET: Disagree
37%45%32%48%L40%40%39%47%De42%d34%28%52%DE42%36%39%

165157993731566251641Don't know
7%6%9%7%7%8%12%F11%F3%11%F5%7%8%7%8%

2.692.542.732.502.532.622.572.492.552.74C2.78Cg2.372.582.642.61Mean

0.960.930.981.050.940.950.951.031.010.960.920.950.980.970.98Standard deviation
0.060.110.070.110.080.090.160.120.090.090.100.100.060.070.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 20
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with my relationships to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

304654272125184122284284NET: Agree
43%54%g63%GM54%48%49%38%58%g66%53%53%

1020111351061289696Agree strongly     (4)
14%24%13%26%13%19%13%17%25%18%18%

202543141615112914187187Tend to agree      (3)
29%30%50%GHJLM27%36%30%25%41%42%35%35%

18211711111317203130130Tend to disagree   (2)
26%25%20%21%26%25%36%k28%10%24%24%

13119871161058080Disagree strongly  (1)
18%13%11%16%17%21%13%14%15%15%15%

30322719192323309211211NET: Disagree
44%38%31%37%43%45%49%k42%25%39%39%

9745436*34141Don't know
13%F8%F5%9%F9%F6%13%F1%8%8%8%

2.452.712.702.702.492.502.442.612.822.612.61Mean

1.001.020.861.080.961.050.930.931.020.980.98Standard deviation
0.130.110.100.160.150.150.130.110.180.040.04Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 20
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with my relationships to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

1815914386103902358981087955259163422NET: Agree
76%77%84%i79%77%74%81%c86%C86%C79%C79%C63%81%76%79%

5922683329217194239331210547153Agree strongly     (4)
24%28%40%IJ31%I22%17%26%28%C37%C28%C33%C14%33%A22%29%

1223775537369163956694643154116270Tend to agree      (3)
51%48%44%48%55%l57%L55%58%49%51%46%49%48%54%50%

3715191615192711201516333669Tend to disagree   (2)
15%19%11%15%12%15%5%10%9%14%15%18%10%17%b13%

153451092*46412171229Disagree strongly  (1)
6%4%3%5%8%L8%l7%g1%4%4%4%13%dEFG5%5%5%

5118232126284715251927514798NET: Disagree
22%23%14%19%19%23%l13%11%13%19%19%31%deFGh16%22%b18%

7-424422132510415Don't know
3%-3%2%3%3%7%F3%1%2%2%6%F3%2%3%

2.973.013.24IJ3.062.952.873.06C3.17C3.20C3.05C3.09C2.673.12A2.953.05Mean

0.820.810.760.810.820.800.820.630.770.780.820.900.810.780.81Standard deviation
0.050.090.050.080.070.070.130.070.070.070.080.100.040.050.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 21
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with sleeping to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

476871403235386129422422NET: Agree
68%81%84%hM79%74%69%83%85%hM87%79%79%

18261918111913189153153Agree strongly     (4)
27%31%23%37%24%38%k28%25%28%29%29%

294252222216254320270270Tend to agree      (3)
41%50%H61%HjM43%50%h31%54%H60%Hm59%50%50%

1411771086716969Tend to disagree   (2)
20%k14%8%13%22%fK15%13%9%2%13%13%

4342261432929Disagree strongly  (1)
6%4%4%4%4%13%gl3%5%10%5%5%

1815119111471049898NET: Disagree
25%k17%12%17%26%k28%K16%14%11%18%18%

4232-21111515Don't know
6%2%4%4%-3%1%1%2%3%3%

2.953.103.063.162.952.983.103.063.073.053.05Mean

0.870.780.710.820.791.040.730.750.850.810.81Standard deviation
0.110.080.080.110.120.140.100.090.140.030.03Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 21
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with sleeping to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

244732019514712340781291349491342224566Unweighted base

23977*171109*13212228*68*114136101*88*320215535Weighted base

1124295507162133369745435158120278NET: Agree
47%54%56%46%53%51%46%49%60%C54%c53%c39%49%56%52%

321649151822312263320106737104Agree strongly     (4)
13%20%29%iJK13%13%18%10%18%23%c24%Ch20%11%21%17%19%

8026463553401021434134259183174Tend to agree      (3)
33%34%27%32%40%L33%36%31%38%30%33%28%29%38%B32%

591639272430621242623207644120Tend to disagree   (2)
25%21%23%25%18%24%21%31%e21%19%23%22%24%21%22%

53172926322179163320236939108Disagree strongly  (1)
22%22%17%24%24%17%24%14%14%24%f20%26%fg22%18%20%

112336853575113304159434314583228NET: Disagree
47%43%40%49%43%42%45%45%36%43%43%49%f45%39%43%

16386592453410171229Don't know
7%4%5%6%4%8%9%e6%4%3%4%12%dEf5%5%5%

2.412.542.71JK2.372.442.562.352.572.71Ch2.562.562.282.512.582.54Mean

1.001.071.091.021.021.011.010.970.991.111.041.041.071.001.04Standard deviation
0.070.130.080.110.090.090.170.110.090.100.110.120.060.070.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 22
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with panic attacks to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

679977544555577636566566Unweighted base

69*84*85*50*43*51*46*72*34**535535Weighted base

314839322321333021278278NET: Agree
46%57%fh45%63%FHkm54%41%72%FHKM41%62%52%52%

102211157111386104104Agree strongly     (4)
15%26%Fk13%30%FKm17%22%28%FK11%18%19%19%

212628171610202215174174Tend to agree      (3)
31%31%32%33%37%h19%43%H30%44%32%32%

151923810128215120120Tend to disagree   (2)
21%23%28%16%23%23%17%29%15%22%22%

15141887165206108108Disagree strongly  (1)
21%17%21%17%15%31%Gl10%27%G18%20%20%

293342171727124011228228NET: Disagree
43%40%49%G33%38%53%Gj27%56%GiJl33%43%43%

8352431222929Don't know
12%fgl4%6%4%8%6%1%3%5%5%5%

2.452.68F2.392.80Fhk2.602.342.91FHKM2.262.662.542.54Mean

1.041.060.991.080.981.170.941.001.001.041.04Standard deviation
0.130.110.120.150.150.160.130.120.170.050.05Standard error
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 22
Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with panic attacks to get worse
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health and previously had issues with mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 16
Q.6/7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following?
Summary Table
Base: All respondents who have had a housing problem in the last 5 years and it had a negative impact on mental health (rebased to the English population who have had a
housing problem in last 5 years)

Prepared by ComRes

Caused/Made worse
Problems with

Problems withProblems withmySuicidal
panic attackssleepingrelationshipsthoughtsStress levelsDepressionAnxiety

1033103310331033103310331033Unweighted base

1051105110511051105110511051Weighted base

316574389195671500627NET: Agree
30%55%37%19%64%48%60%

11621413265318189246Agree strongly     (4)
11%20%13%6%30%18%23%

200360257130353311381Tend to agree      (3)
19%34%24%12%34%30%36%

175881641633211447Tend to disagree   (2)
17%8%16%15%3%11%4%

20246120339147936Disagree strongly  (1)
19%4%11%32%1%8%3%

3771332845014619483NET: Disagree
36%13%27%48%4%18%8%

3218522983115Don't know
3%2%5%3%1%3%1%

2.333.052.601.893.362.883.18Mean

1.070.831.001.020.660.940.77Standard deviation
0.040.030.040.040.020.040.03Standard error

326326326326326326326It did not have a
31%31%31%31%31%31%31%negative impact on

mental health



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

4821523391923002511441832202421711226334491082Unweighted base

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

1022531534344823275239228882170It has caused me stress
20%14%11%23%JL14%17%L7%13%h13%h20%fH20%H18%H15%18%16%/ has been stressful

79334735493820273347301310664170It has caused insomnia
16%19%16%16%16%15%18%16%16%18%15%11%18%14%16%/ gave me trouble

sleeping / increased my
insomnia

7717323342321926293223117168139Financial worries
16%10%11%15%14%13%17%c15%14%12%11%9%12%15%13%

5419312732341327173620108440124It caused anxiety
11%11%11%12%11%13%12%16%cF8%14%f10%9%14%A9%12%

511442192931193616281647546121It caused me to worry
10%8%15%jK8%10%12%17%CDF21%CDEF8%11%C8%4%12%10%11%

426342115129142023134483482Fear of being homeless
9%m4%12%IJ9%5%5%8%c8%c10%C9%c6%3%8%7%8%/ kicked out of my home

311215161814517618144342963It caused depression
6%7%5%7%6%6%4%10%cFh3%7%f7%f3%6%6%6%

25620111711661018136401959Other housing worry
5%4%7%5%6%5%5%4%5%7%7%5%7%4%6%

3851692013713181353342559Unable to function
8%m3%6%4%7%5%6%8%d9%CD5%3%3%6%5%6%properly / unable cope

/ to do things /
unproductive

2861591913117131475352157It caused my to
6%4%5%4%6%5%10%Dg4%6%5%3%4%6%5%5%constantly worry /

worrying a lot

19621715994141762371552Family worries
4%3%7%ik3%5%3%8%CdG2%7%cG6%g3%2%6%a3%5%
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

169171114859111672272350Mention of Other health
3%5%6%5%5%3%5%5%5%6%3%2%4%5%5%issue

1611154111771410963311748Worried about housing
3%6%5%k2%4%7%K6%8%cDe5%3%3%2%5%4%4%condition / repair

issues / damage / damp
etc.

21910615166891266252146Uncertainty of my
4%5%3%2%5%6%k5%5%5%4%3%5%4%5%4%future / what would

happen / what the
future would hold

161181112105681561192241Relationship problems
3%6%3%5%4%4%4%3%4%6%c3%1%3%5%4%

166999133610531133740It caused severe /
3%4%3%4%3%5%3%4%5%e2%2%9%DEh6%A1%4%constant / a lot of

stress

13111196112871172211536I felt sad / down / low
3%6%n4%4%2%4%2%5%3%4%3%1%3%3%3%/ unhappy / bad

173117771557113201332I felt hopeless
3%2%4%3%2%3%1%3%2%3%6%h2%3%3%3%

17374118698333161531I am unable to focus /
3%2%2%2%4%3%5%dE5%dE4%e1%1%2%3%3%3%concentrate on anything

else

14729145467832161530Angry / I became angry
3%4%1%4%L5%L2%3%4%3%3%1%2%3%3%3%/ angry with people /

snapping

71076134158851181129Feeling helpless / I
1%6%N2%3%4%i2%1%3%4%3%3%1%3%2%3%feel i do not have

control over my life /
situation
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Table 23
Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

85788631816-1171128I withdrew myself /
2%3%2%3%3%2%3%D1%4%Dg6%CDG-1%3%2%3%would not go out /

answer the door /
agoraphobia

1435114733346619827It caused severe /
3%1%2%*5%Kl3%k3%2%2%2%3%5%ef3%2%3%constant / a lot of

anxiety

1149755255105117927I felt scared / fearful
2%2%3%3%2%2%1%3%2%4%2%1%3%2%2%/ feelings of fear

7574113215945131326I feel insecure /
1%3%3%2%4%1%2%1%2%3%2%4%2%3%2%unsafe / I have no

peace of mind

9695642388*219423Exhaustion / too tired
2%4%3%2%2%2%2%2%4%D3%d*1%3%A1%2%/ unable to keep up

with things

1127853246523101323I felt suicidal
2%1%2%3%2%1%2%3%3%2%1%2%2%3%2%

651125615593219523Suffering panic attacks
1%3%4%k1%2%2%1%3%2%3%1%1%3%A1%2%

696210517572181423I Feel worthless / have
1%5%N2%1%3%2%1%4%h2%3%1%1%1%3%b2%a lack of self-esteem /

a failure

61656512527515722It increased my anxiety
1%1%2%2%2%2%1%1%3%1%3%e4%E3%2%2%/ made it worse

821125426444215722Mention of Other
2%1%4%K1%2%2%1%4%2%2%2%2%3%2%2%increased issue /

making things worse

112536822841416622Rumination / over
2%1%2%1%2%3%2%1%4%d2%1%4%d3%1%2%thinking / constant

negative thoughts
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

101833531573112820I felt alone /
2%1%3%1%1%2%3%g*2%3%1%1%2%2%2%invisible / forgotten

46229512165414519It has increased my
1%3%N1%1%3%l2%1%1%1%2%3%3%2%1%2%stress levels / another

thing to stress over

52454432175-15318Family problems
1%1%1%2%1%2%3%c1%1%3%2%-2%A1%2%

339*4314451110616It has increased my
1%2%3%K*1%1%1%2%2%2%*1%2%1%2%depression / made it

worse

718-4331244114215I feel on edge /
2%1%3%K-1%1%3%1%1%1%2%1%2%A*1%nervous / unable to

relax

6-7431-3561-10515It caused severe /
1%-3%i2%1%*-2%2%h2%*-2%1%1%constant / a lot of

depression

43326-13521-8411Crying / I cried a lot
1%2%1%1%2%I-1%2%3%1%*-1%1%1%/ began crying

328--22242--7310Issues with neighbours
1%1%3%JK--1%1%1%2%1%--1%1%1%/ anti-social behaviour

/ noise / abuse

5-332--2421*539I had problems eating /
1%-1%1%1%--1%2%1%**1%1%1%eating disorder / not

eating properly

1113212*13--167Reliance / abuse of
***1%1%*2%d*1%1%--*1%B1%alcohol

2-4-2-13*11-337Issues with council /
*-2%i-1%-1%2%***-1%1%1%housing association
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

496173288225298253112167204261197122*6004631063Weighted base

1-213-2*-4--426Reliance / abuse of
*-1%*1%-2%f*-1%--1%*1%drugs / anti-depression

/ medication

32*22---*-5-235It made me feel trapped
1%1%*1%1%---*-2%Efg-*1%*/ claustrophobic

--4----1-3--224I had a mental break
--1%ij----1%-1%--***down

1-*--1---2-*112Feelings of shame /
*-*--1%---1%-****ashamed / embarrassed

2061010111224512135261642Other answers
4%4%4%4%4%5%2%2%3%5%7%fgh4%4%3%4%

2551187152366169142841Nothing
5%3%4%4%2%6%j2%2%3%2%8%EFGH7%EGh2%6%B4%

224185812758887251843Don't know
4%2%6%jk2%3%5%6%3%4%3%4%6%4%4%4%
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121189160121871041081375510821082Unweighted base

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

22273716715131914170170It has caused me stress
18%i16%20%I14%8%15%15%14%26%Ij16%16%/ has been stressful

18223221132811188170170It has caused insomnia
15%13%17%18%14%27%FGikLM13%14%15%16%16%/ gave me trouble

sleeping / increased my
insomnia

16211914131914159139139Financial worries
14%12%10%12%15%18%15%11%16%13%13%

1321192116610154124124It caused anxiety
11%12%10%18%eHk18%H6%11%11%7%12%12%

922141613168193121121It caused me to worry
8%13%8%14%15%15%k9%14%5%11%11%

149101011341848282Fear of being homeless
11%gHkl5%5%9%13%gHkl3%4%14%GHKL7%8%8%/ kicked out of my home

1210133557826363It caused depression
10%J6%7%2%6%4%7%6%3%6%6%

6987659645959Other housing worry
5%5%4%6%7%5%10%k4%8%6%6%

6101244481115959Unable to function
5%6%6%4%4%4%9%8%2%6%6%properly / unable cope

/ to do things /
unproductive

1011257876*5757It caused my to
9%eK7%K1%5%k8%K7%K8%eK4%k1%5%5%constantly worry /

worrying a lot

69788535-5252Family worries
5%5%4%7%e9%E5%4%4%-5%5%
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

97164431235050Mention of Other health
7%K4%K1%5%K5%K4%k4%k9%K5%K5%5%issue

410545531014848Worried about housing
4%6%3%3%6%5%3%8%k1%4%4%condition / repair

issues / damage / damp
etc.

4575485434646Uncertainty of my
3%3%4%4%5%7%6%3%6%4%4%future / what would

happen / what the
future would hold

58261411224141Relationship problems
4%4%k1%5%k1%4%1%9%GIK4%4%4%

24133613524040It caused severe /
2%2%7%Hlm3%7%h1%3%4%3%4%4%constant / a lot of

stress

-964164443636I felt sad / down / low
-5%iM3%m4%m1%5%iM5%M3%m7%iM3%3%/ unhappy / bad

6224155633232I felt hopeless
5%kl1%1%3%1%5%kl6%iKL4%k5%3%3%

3243355613131I am unable to focus /
2%1%2%3%3%4%5%L5%l2%3%3%concentrate on anything

else

1681231533030Angry / I became angry
1%4%4%1%2%3%1%4%5%3%3%/ angry with people /

snapping

73523224*2929Feeling helpless / I
6%l2%3%2%3%2%3%3%1%3%3%feel i do not have

control over my life /
situation
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
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* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

3933413212828I withdrew myself /
3%5%hk1%3%5%1%4%1%1%3%3%would not go out /

answer the door /
agoraphobia

27441253*2727It caused severe /
1%4%2%4%1%1%6%i2%1%3%3%constant / a lot of

anxiety

3625-33212727I felt scared / fearful
2%4%1%5%i-3%3%i2%1%2%2%/ feelings of fear

26312444-2626I feel insecure /
2%3%2%*2%4%j4%j3%-2%2%unsafe / I have no

peace of mind

2433331*42323Exhaustion / too tired
2%2%2%3%4%f3%1%*7%Fgk2%2%/ unable to keep up

with things

4246121122323I felt suicidal
4%1%2%5%fl1%2%1%1%4%2%2%

45-53-23-2323Suffering panic attacks
4%hK3%hK-4%HK3%hK-3%K2%k-2%2%

25613-1132323I Feel worthless / have
2%3%3%1%4%h-1%1%6%fgHj2%2%a lack of self-esteem /

a failure

5522221312222It increased my anxiety
4%3%1%2%3%2%1%2%2%2%2%/ made it worse

5225312212222Mention of Other
4%k1%1%5%hk3%1%2%1%2%2%2%increased issue /

making things worse

2452-135*2222Rumination / over
2%2%3%2%-1%3%i4%i1%2%2%thinking / constant

negative thoughts
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

2542322*-2020I felt alone /
2%3%2%2%3%2%2%*-2%2%invisible / forgotten

15231412*1919It has increased my
*3%1%3%1%4%2%1%1%2%2%stress levels / another

thing to stress over

-512113321818Family problems
-3%km*2%1%1%3%km2%4%km2%2%

1322311411616It has increased my
*2%1%2%3%1%1%3%1%2%2%depression / made it

worse

1133*31311515I feel on edge /
1%1%2%3%*3%1%2%1%1%1%nervous / unable to

relax

112321-5-1515It caused severe /
1%1%1%3%3%1%-4%gl-1%1%constant / a lot of

depression

2312-211-1111Crying / I cried a lot
1%2%1%2%-2%1%1%-1%1%/ began crying

211-1-2111010Issues with neighbours
2%1%1%-1%-2%1%1%1%1%/ anti-social behaviour

/ noise / abuse

11-13-21-99I had problems eating /
1%1%-1%3%K-2%k1%-1%1%eating disorder / not

eating properly

-33----1-77Reliance / abuse of
-2%2%----1%-1%1%alcohol

-13-11-1-77Issues with council /
-*1%-1%1%-1%-1%1%housing association
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Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

121*171188114*90*105*88*13354*10631063Weighted base

--12---3-66Reliance / abuse of
--1%2%---2%l-1%1%drugs / anti-depression

/ medication

-122--*--55It made me feel trapped
-*1%2%--*--**/ claustrophobic

-1---1--244I had a mental break
-1%---1%--3%fjKm**down

-1-*-----22Feelings of shame /
-1%-*-----**ashamed / embarrassed

5693362914242Other answers
4%3%5%2%3%5%2%7%1%4%4%

41015-214424141Nothing
3%j6%J8%HJ-2%1%5%J3%4%j4%4%

3928463524343Don't know
3%5%K1%7%K5%k5%k4%4%3%4%4%
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

859199347357452553358266304346261175-17101710Male
56%M43%45%48%44%57%JKL50%Cd52%Cd51%Cd53%CD45%40%-100%B49%

6732594313845744103572492973133202631799-1799Female
44%57%N55%I52%I56%I43%50%48%49%47%55%Efgh60%EFGH100%A-51%
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Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

1872422421771661871832428417101710Male
50%46%47%46%52%50%51%50%45%49%49%

18528127120615119017723810117991799Female
50%54%53%54%48%50%49%50%55%51%51%
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Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

190414976174140-----43826317543818-24
12%m9%6%10%L17%KL15%KL-----100%DEFGH15%A10%12%

36111999138161182----581-32026158125-34
24%26%13%19%L16%19%jL----100%CEFGH-18%a15%17%

398127136143204176---659--31334665935-44
26%28%17%19%20%18%---100%CDFGH--17%20%b19%

338107159144155143--601---29730460145-54
22%23%20%IJ19%IJ15%15%--100%CDEGH---17%18%17%

18958153119135109-515----24926651555-64
12%13%20%IJ16%I13%11%-100%CDEFH----14%16%15%

566183122197213715-----35735871565+
4%M1%24%JK16%19%22%K100%CDEFG-----20%21%20%

24565336240332322715515----6066241230NET: 55+
16%14%43%IJK32%32%33%100%CDEF100%CDEF----34%37%35%

40.7040.5950.24IJK46.0645.0445.9370.71CDEFG59.41CDEF49.53CDE39.48CD29.81C21.5645.5947.77B46.65Average age
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 25
Age
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

49647425395048602743843818-24
13%J12%J14%J7%12%J13%J13%J13%J15%J12%12%

579810560377046783158158125-34
15%19%GI20%GIm16%12%18%GI13%16%17%17%17%

548810364588868963965965935-44
15%17%20%m17%18%23%JLM19%20%m21%m19%19%

68798772626366762860160145-54
18%15%17%19%20%17%18%16%15%17%17%

66806662543057702851551555-64
18%Hk15%H13%h16%H17%H8%16%H15%H15%H15%15%

781157998677674983071571565+
21%k22%K15%26%EK21%k20%20%k21%k17%20%20%

1441951451611211061311695912301230NET: 55+
39%HK37%HK28%42%EfHK38%HK28%36%HK35%hK32%35%35%

47.46hK46.96K43.9649.74EFGHKLm48.31EHK44.8347.14hK46.85K44.6246.6546.65Average age
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 25
Age
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

450158---963213109143176182140410553963AB
29%34%n---100%JKL30%FG21%24%27%g31%FG32%FG23%32%B27%

470176--1027-1971351552041611745744521027C1
31%38%N--100%IKL-28%26%26%31%f28%40%DEFGH32%A26%29%

38365-741--12211914414313876384357741C2
25%M14%-100%IJL--17%23%cH24%CH22%H24%CH17%21%21%21%

22859779---1831531591369949431347779DE
15%13%100%IJK---26%CDE30%CDE26%CDE21%C17%C11%24%A20%22%

921334--102796341024429838034331498410051989NET: ABC1
60%73%N--100%KL100%KL57%FG47%50%58%FG59%FG72%DEFGH55%59%B57%

611124779741--3052713032792371248157041520NET: C2DE
40%M27%100%IJ100%IJ--43%C53%CDEH50%CDEH42%C41%C28%45%A41%43%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 26
Social Grade
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

9816016786821128912643963963AB
26%31%gJ32%EfGiJm22%26%30%J25%26%23%27%27%

10316618310670941171375010271027C1
28%32%HI36%eFHIJM28%22%25%33%HI29%i27%29%29%

7699909580808110437741741C2
20%19%17%25%Kl25%KL21%22%k22%20%21%21%

9598749584917411354779779DE
26%KL19%k14%25%KL27%gKL24%Kl20%K24%Kl29%GKL22%22%

2013263501921522072062639319891989NET: ABC1
54%62%EFHIJM68%EFGHIJlM50%48%55%57%Ij55%i50%57%57%

1711981631901651701542179115201520NET: C2DE
46%KL38%k32%50%gKL52%fGKL45%KL43%K45%KL50%KL43%43%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 26
Social Grade
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

---------------Scotland
---------------

76205437504330282839312710184185North East
5%4%7%Ij5%5%4%4%6%5%6%5%6%6%5%5%

19072113104137126987076967860238242479North West
12%16%15%14%13%13%14%14%13%15%13%14%13%14%14%

16341748111789745766684648177183360Yorkshire & Humberside
11%9%9%11%11%9%10%11%11%10%8%11%10%11%10%

15950918094112763063887050190187377West Midlands
10%11%12%11%9%12%11%G6%10%G13%G12%G11%G11%11%11%

1391984807082675462583739151166317East Midlands
9%M4%11%J11%J7%9%9%d10%D10%D9%6%9%8%10%9%

---------------Wales
---------------

17144959510686986272646025206177382Eastern
11%10%12%I13%I10%9%14%CdE12%C12%C10%C10%C6%11%10%11%

26193749018316779668710310574271242513London
17%20%9%12%18%KL17%KL11%13%15%h16%H18%GH17%H15%14%15%

2375898991661601158079889864281242523South East
15%13%13%13%16%l17%L16%16%13%13%17%15%16%14%15%

13761957610398786668545749185187372South West
9%13%N12%10%10%10%11%13%E11%8%10%11%10%11%11%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 27
GO Region
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

-----------Scotland
-----------

--------185185185North East
--------100%FGHIJKLM5%5%

-------479-479479North West
-------100%EGHIJKLM-14%14%

------360--360360Yorkshire & Humberside
------100%EFHIJKLM--10%10%

-----377---377377West Midlands
-----100%EFGIJKLM---11%11%

----317----317317East Midlands
----100%EFGHJKLM----9%9%

-----------Wales
-----------

---382-----382382Eastern
---100%EFGHIKLM-----11%11%

--513------513513London
--100%EFGHIJLM------15%15%

-523-------523523South East
-100%EFGHIJKM-------15%15%

372--------372372South West
100%EFGHIJKL--------11%11%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 27
GO Region
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1060313329441690737416288330395420346109511012196Yes
69%68%42%59%L67%KL77%JKL58%56%55%60%72%EFGH79%DEFGH61%64%b63%

472145450300337226299227271264161927046091313No
31%32%58%IJK41%IJ33%I23%42%CD44%CD45%CD40%CD28%C21%39%a36%37%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 28
Have you taken a foreign holiday in the last 3 years?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

22434136720418122923231510421962196Yes
60%j65%eIJ72%EfGHIJlM53%57%61%j64%iJ66%eIJ56%63%63%

1491821461781361481281658013131313No
40%K35%k28%47%FGhKLm43%FgKL39%K36%K34%k44%fKl37%37%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 28
Have you taken a foreign holiday in the last 3 years?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1038329374513695798586386417408326257119211882379NET: Homeowners
68%72%48%69%L68%L83%JKL82%CDEFG75%CDEf69%CDE62%d56%59%66%69%b68%

3377820722135338351824313583821035655981164Owned outright -
22%m17%27%30%34%kL40%JKL72%CDEFG47%CDEF22%DE13%14%24%DE31%35%B33%without mortgage

701251167292342415681432813262441536265901216Owned with a mortgage
46%55%N21%39%JL33%L43%JL10%28%H47%CGH49%CDGH42%cGH35%GH35%34%35%or loan

4681223982153181441261271832432391575794961075NET: Renters
31%27%51%IJK29%I31%I15%18%25%H30%GH37%FGH41%FGH36%GH32%a29%31%

15945215989537726990967939251195445Rented from the council
10%10%28%IJK13%IJ9%I4%10%13%Ch15%CH15%CH14%ch9%14%A11%13%

8723104436619292945513839120112232Rented from a housing
6%5%13%IJK6%I6%I2%4%6%7%H8%H7%h9%gH7%7%7%association

222537973157882528489612279208189397Rented from someone
15%12%10%10%15%IKL9%3%6%h8%H15%FGH21%EFGH18%FGH12%11%11%else

267713142133271525292555Rent free
2%2%1%2%1%2%l*1%*1%3%FGH6%DEFGH2%1%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 29
Tenure
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

26034731127822026825033211423792379NET: Homeowners
70%eK66%k61%73%EKl69%K71%EK69%eK69%K62%68%68%

1311801341391141181241834011641164Owned outright -
35%EK34%EK26%36%EK36%EK31%E34%EK38%EhK22%33%33%without mortgage

1291671771391061501261497312161216Owned with a mortgage
35%32%35%36%33%40%FL35%31%40%fl35%35%or loan

104170194101921031071386610751075NET: Renters
28%32%j38%FGHIJM26%29%27%30%29%36%hJm31%31%

285399434355524033445445Rented from the council
8%10%19%FgiJLM11%13%FM15%FlM14%FlM8%18%FjLM13%13%

26433123152017499232232Rented from a housing
7%8%gi6%6%5%5%5%10%eGHIJK5%7%7%association

497465353428385024397397Rented from someone
13%H14%HJ13%H9%11%8%11%10%13%h11%11%else

9783563955555Rent free
2%1%2%1%2%2%1%2%2%2%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 29
Tenure
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

61176621366231181432No formal education
**2%IJK1%1%*2%CdE1%e1%*1%*1%1%1%

7-1352161354191121Primary
*-2%IJk1%**1%**1%1%*1%1%1%

942236631559635415543392456423274154118510572241Secondary school, high
62%M51%81%IJK76%IJ62%I43%76%CDE76%CDE76%CDE64%CD47%C35%66%A62%64%school, 6th form/

college, GCSE's, A-
Levels, BTEC, NVQ
levels 1 to 3, etc.

3781347811325230311491104141175120358387746University degree or
25%29%n10%15%L25%KL31%JKL16%18%17%21%H30%EFGH27%eFGH20%23%b21%equivalent professional

qualification, NVQ
level 4, etc.

167861928691992424288111245148167315Higher university
11%19%N2%4%7%KL21%JKL3%5%5%12%FGH19%CEFGH10%FGH8%10%9%degree, doctorate, MBA,

NVQ level 5, etc.

1024165738--2131106154115Still in full time
1%*1%2%L6%KL4%kL--**1%h25%DEFGH3%3%3%education

5-361-2-2--5729Don't know
*-*i1%IJ*-*-*--1%DEG***

17-1285511-16102131730Prefer not to answer
1%m-2%IJ1%*1%2%FG-*1%fG2%FG*1%1%1%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 30
What is the highest educational level that you have achieved to date?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

2246536323232No formal education
**1%1%1%1%2%1%1%1%1%

2231323222121Primary
1%*1%*1%*1%1%1%1%1%

25334326127121725323629910822412241Secondary school, high
68%eK65%K51%71%EFK69%EK67%eK66%K62%K59%64%64%school, 6th form/

college, GCSE's, A-
Levels, BTEC, NVQ
levels 1 to 3, etc.

651081487558577411942746746University degree or
17%21%h29%GHIJLM20%18%15%20%h25%HiM23%H21%21%equivalent professional

qualification, NVQ
level 4, etc.

304275232441254313315315Higher university
8%8%15%EFGIJLM6%7%11%gJ7%9%7%9%9%degree, doctorate, MBA,

NVQ level 5, etc.

1621142619141310115115Still in full time
4%J4%iJ3%J1%2%5%IJ4%J3%J5%IJ3%3%education

3---211-399Don't know
1%fkl---1%**-2%FhJKL**

2485322-33030Prefer not to answer
1%1%f2%F1%F1%f*1%f-2%F1%1%
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 30
What is the highest educational level that you have achieved to date?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1400428728676918859656483575620536311168814933181Yes - responsible for
91%93%93%IJ91%89%89%92%C94%C96%CDH94%C92%C71%94%A87%91%half or more of the

items bought

1323051651091045932263944128111217328No - not responsible
9%7%7%9%11%L11%L8%F6%4%6%8%F29%DEFGH6%13%B9%for most of the items

bought
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 31
Thinking about your household's food and grocery shopping, are you personally responsible for selecting half or more of the items to be bought
from supermarkets and food shops?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

33047947934328934032643116331813181Yes - responsible for
89%91%93%efjM90%91%90%91%90%89%91%91%half or more of the

items bought

424534392837344821328328No - not responsible
11%K9%7%10%k9%10%9%10%k11%k9%9%for most of the items

bought
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Housing and Mental Health Survey (England)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 31
Thinking about your household's food and grocery shopping, are you personally responsible for selecting half or more of the items to be bought
from supermarkets and food shops?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

285822769922710311810412414512788398307706No cars in the
19%18%35%IJK13%22%IK11%17%20%21%h22%H22%H20%22%A18%20%household

1247376502641800860597411477514454351140114022803NET: Any
81%82%65%87%JL78%L89%JL83%DEf80%79%78%78%80%78%82%B80%

5841733163403863903942332192772199169773514331
38%38%41%46%iJl38%41%55%CDEFG45%CDF36%C42%Cf38%C21%39%43%B41%

49416514523632035018113018721319314653851210502
32%36%19%32%L31%L36%JkL25%25%31%GH32%GH33%GH33%GH30%30%30%

1703842659312022487124421131661553213+
11%8%5%9%L9%L12%JKL3%9%EH12%DEH4%7%EH26%DEFGH9%9%9%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 32
How many cars are there in your household?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

54741825951667810636706706No cars in the
15%14%35%EFGHIJLM15%16%17%22%iJLM22%iJLM20%20%20%household

31844933132326631228237414828032803NET: Any
85%FGK86%FGK65%85%FGK84%fgK83%K78%K78%K80%K80%80%

15020519415614315516317789143314331
40%39%38%41%45%Fk41%45%FKl37%48%FKl41%41%

1271751061279213210115337105010502
34%EK33%EK21%33%EK29%eK35%EgK28%eK32%EK20%30%30%

4169314131251843223213213+
11%GhK13%fGHK6%11%GhK10%Gk7%5%9%G12%GhK9%9%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 32
How many cars are there in your household?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1355373737674905845704500560576467354162515363161White
88%M81%95%IJK91%i88%88%98%CDEFg97%CDEF93%CDE87%CD80%81%90%90%90%

158823156112108811387810071159148307NET: BAME
10%18%N4%8%L11%KL11%KL1%2%6%GH12%FGH17%EFGH16%eFGH9%9%9%

287971514151041214202646Mixed
2%1%1%1%1%1%*1%h2%H1%2%eH3%EGH1%2%1%

82421638486021155054407983162Asian
5%9%N2%5%L5%L6%L**2%GH8%FGH9%FGH9%FGH4%5%5%

38236114013241123246403171Black
2%5%N1%1%4%IKL1%*1%2%H4%cGH4%CfGH1%H2%2%2%

79--515--1-91015520Chinese
*2%N--*kl2%JKL--*-2%EFGH2%EFGH1%a*1%

42--35211121628Other ethnic group
**--*1%kl*********

183121191034341313152741Prefer not to answer
1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%1%1%2%EFH3%EFGH1%2%b1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 33
To which of the following ethnic groups do you consider you belong?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

36250035836629532034243917931613161White
97%FHIK96%FHK70%96%FHK93%HK85%K95%fHK92%HK97%FHiK90%90%

71913815175415375307307NET: BAME
2%4%27%EFGHIJLM4%5%M14%EFGIJLM4%m8%EgJLM3%9%9%

251944526-4646Mixed
*1%4%EFGhiJLM1%1%1%1%1%-1%1%

41069583410232162162Asian
1%2%13%EFGhIJLM1%3%9%EFGIJLM3%5%EJLM1%5%5%

124441102617171Black
**9%EFGHIJLM1%*3%gILM1%1%1%2%2%

-43134*222020Chinese
-1%1%*1%1%m**1%gM1%1%

1-311111-88Other ethnic group
*-1%*****-**

341715434-4141Prefer not to answer
1%1%3%EFGHJLM*1%1%1%1%-1%1%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 33
To which of the following ethnic groups do you consider you belong?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

6902004073655314595383143082841911259138481761Christian
45%44%52%i49%52%48%75%CDEFG61%CDEF51%CDE43%CD33%29%51%50%50%

1115454477686281129657258133130263NET: Other
7%12%N7%6%7%9%k4%g2%5%G10%FGH12%FGH13%FGH7%8%8%

5229232734393173841336557123Muslim
3%6%N3%4%3%4%**1%g6%FGH7%FGH8%FGH4%3%3%

115256131126116101626Hindu
1%1%*1%1%1%jL***1%h2%FGH1%fGH1%1%1%

91637101341322141326Jewish
1%*1%*1%1%2%cDEFg1%*1%*1%1%1%1%

99-685--292671319Sikh
1%2%N-1%L1%L1%l--*1%fGH*1%GH*1%1%

104626552613391120Buddhist
1%1%1%*1%1%1%*1%**1%1%1%1%

196174151354118138292048Other
1%1%2%K1%1%k1%1%1%2%h1%2%gH2%2%1%1%

6951933043164024001471812533012912507286941422None
45%42%39%43%39%42%21%35%H42%GH46%GH50%FGH57%dEFGH40%41%41%

36111413181829118266253863Prefer not to say
2%3%2%2%2%2%*2%H2%H1%H5%CEFGH1%h1%2%b2%
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Table 34
To which of the following religious groups do you consider yourself to be a member of?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

1742732381861751901822519217611761Christian
47%52%k46%49%55%KM50%51%52%k50%50%50%

62210117174817323263263NET: Other
2%4%m20%EFGHIJLM4%M5%eM13%EFGIJLM5%M7%EM2%8%8%

194651028816-123123Muslim
*2%M9%EFGIJLM1%3%EM7%EFGIJLM2%eM3%EjM-3%3%

-1151-52112626Hindu
-*3%eFGIJLM*-1%im1%**1%1%

14113-1-5*2626Jewish
*1%2%GHIlM1%g-*-1%g*1%1%

-27-1622-1919Sikh
-*1%JlM-*2%iJlM1%*-1%1%

-291112122020Buddhist
-*2%FHjlM***1%*1%m1%1%

441266827-4848Other
1%1%2%egl2%2%2%e1%1%-1%1%

1892231531711231321581878614221422None
51%FgHIKL43%HK30%45%HK39%K35%44%HK39%K47%HK41%41%

46227272936363Prefer not to say
1%1%4%fGhIjLM2%1%2%1%2%2%2%2%
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Table 34
To which of the following religious groups do you consider yourself to be a member of?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1248410630623831764539385503557509354145113962847NET: Urban
81%89%N81%84%I81%79%75%75%84%GH85%GH88%CfGH81%gh81%82%81%

6662312962924764232621892412952832187137751488Urban - Population over
43%50%N38%39%46%KL44%L37%37%40%45%GH49%FGH50%FGH40%45%B42%10,000

5831793343313553402771962622612271367386211359Town and Fringe
38%39%43%IJ45%IJ35%35%39%C38%C44%Cgh40%C39%C31%41%A36%39%

28449149118196199176130981027184348313662NET: Rural
19%M11%19%16%19%21%K25%cDEF25%cDEF16%d15%12%19%D19%18%19%

2674514110718218516611689967177320294614Village
17%M10%18%k14%18%19%K23%CDEF23%cDEF15%15%12%17%D18%17%18%

1748111414101410618281947Hamlet & Isolated
1%1%1%1%1%1%1%D3%DE2%D1%*2%D2%1%1%Dwelling
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 35
Which of the following best describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

27340850225721633329341315328472847NET: Urban
73%j78%IJ98%EFGHIJLM67%68%88%GIJLM82%IJM86%gIJLM83%IJM81%81%

1261734221111081641481647214881488Urban - Population over
34%33%82%EFGHIJLM29%34%44%FIJLM41%fiJLm34%39%J42%42%10,000

147235801461081681452498113591359Town and Fringe
39%K45%IjK16%38%K34%K45%IK40%K52%GhIJKLM44%IK39%39%

991151112510145676732662662NET: Rural
27%EFGHK22%FHK2%33%EFGHKLm32%EFGHKL12%K18%fHK14%K17%K19%19%

87113111159538636230614614Village
23%eFgHK22%FHK2%30%EFGHKLm30%EFGHKLm10%K18%fHK13%K16%hK18%18%

132-10673424747Hamlet & Isolated
3%FGKL*-3%fKL2%Kl2%KL1%K1%k1%K1%1%Dwelling
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 35
Which of the following best describes where you live?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

15324582874496476086324744552548023193310581990NET: Working
100%100%37%61%L63%L63%L9%48%H74%CGH80%CFGH83%CFGH53%H52%62%B57%

1192366213350488508281793474313951786129471559Working full time -
78%80%27%47%L48%L53%JKL4%35%H58%CGH65%CFGH68%CFGH41%H34%55%B44%working 30 hours per

week or more

340927499159100356898948553321111432Working part time -
22%20%10%13%iL15%IL10%5%13%H16%H14%H15%H12%H18%A6%12%working between 8 and

29 hours per week

--4922923803556522681561341012078676521519NET: Not working
--63%IJK39%37%37%91%CDEFG52%DEF26%DE20%17%47%DEF48%A38%43%

--97212316121344038237681157Not working but seeking
--12%IJK3%2%2%*4%H6%H6%H7%H5%H4%5%4%work or temporarily

unemployed or sick

--94418958-34371720174158124282Not working and not
--12%IJK6%9%IK6%-7%DEH6%dEH3%H3%H40%DEFGH9%7%8%seeking work/ student

--14529291920713*1--15863221Retired on a state
--19%IJK4%I3%2%29%CDEFG3%CDEF**--9%A4%6%pension only

--611061902164361326---226348574Retired with a private
--8%14%L19%KL22%JKL61%CDEFG26%CDEF1%cDE---13%20%B16%pension

--959549468687977421024837285House person,
--12%IJ13%IJ5%5%1%13%CDH13%CDH12%CDH7%CH2%14%A2%8%housewife,

househusband, etc.
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 36
Which of the following best describes your current working status?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

1992953542141582092032629619901990NET: Working
53%56%69%EFGHIJLM56%50%56%57%55%52%57%57%

1582222921591271681552047415591559Working full time -
42%42%57%EFGHIJLM42%40%44%43%43%40%44%44%working 30 hours per

week or more

417361553142495821432432Working part time -
11%14%12%14%i10%11%14%12%11%12%12%working between 8 and

29 hours per week

1742291601681591681562178915191519NET: Not working
47%K44%K31%44%K50%K44%K43%K45%K48%K43%43%

162214141320133015157157Not working but seeking
4%4%3%4%4%5%k4%6%K8%GiJKlm4%4%work or temporarily

unemployed or sick

353936153141283621282282Not working and not
9%J7%J7%j4%10%J11%Jk8%J7%j11%J8%8%seeking work/ student

312524362224232611221221Retired on a state
8%kL5%5%9%fKL7%6%6%6%6%6%6%pension only

629261695658629224574574Retired with a private
17%k18%K12%18%K18%K15%17%K19%eK13%16%16%pension

305126343725313418285285House person,
8%10%K5%9%K12%FHK7%9%K7%10%K8%8%housewife,

househusband, etc.
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Table 36
Which of the following best describes your current working status?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

1394398293359578562802534464373762008839091792Unweighted base

153245828744964760863*24744552548023193310581990Weighted base

-458596517615865810712711941259199458NET: Public Sector
-100%N20%k15%27%Kl26%K10%24%H24%H24%H25%cH18%28%A19%23%

-28-1101624737591828Central government
-6%N-*2%l3%KL3%e2%2%1%1%2%1%2%1%including all

administrative
departments and central
government agencies
such as the Bank of
England

-3-2-*--*-2--33HM Forces
-1%N-1%-*--*-1%--**

-10017144723115222923107525100National Health Service
-22%N6%3%7%IK4%2%6%5%6%5%4%8%A2%5%

-54141434-31012255223254Universities and
-12%N*1%2%l6%JKL-1%2%2%5%EFGh2%2%3%3%Academies funded by

government

-4-13---31--134Courts service
-1%N-**---1%*--***

-49233410*11111611-212949Local government
-11%N1%1%5%IKL2%*5%C2%C3%C2%c-2%3%2%administration

-18221211-539-81018Police service
-4%N1%1%2%I*1%g-1%1%2%cg-1%1%1%

-11-254*136--6511Public sector housing
-2%N-*1%1%1%d*1%1%d--1%*1%

-795925391924221310671279Teaching employed by
-17%N2%2%4%6%jKL2%4%5%d4%3%4%7%A1%4%local education

authority including
voluntary aided schools
and foundation schools
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Table 37
Do you work in any of the following occupations?
Base: All respondents who work

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

153245828744964760863*24744552548023193310581990Weighted base

-3013485-71373-42730Public corporations
-7%N5%IJK1%1%1%-3%Cd3%CD1%1%-*3%B2%such as the Royal Mail

or British Nuclear
fuels or Driving
Standards agency

---------------Bradford and Bingley or
---------------Northern Rock Building

societies

-82182119241910272511463682Other public sector
-18%N6%J5%3%4%2%4%2%5%F5%F5%5%3%4%occupation (please

specify as much detail
as possible)

1532-228383470450561893383983611906738591532None of the above
100%M-80%j85%IJl73%74%90%DEFG76%76%76%75%82%d72%81%B77%(Private Sector)
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Table 37
Do you work in any of the following occupations?
Base: All respondents who work

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n
* small base

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

1702962922001361772052318517921792Unweighted base

19929535421415820920326296*19901990Weighted base

615893441950417220458458NET: Public Sector
31%GIJL20%i26%Il20%i12%24%I20%i28%Il21%23%23%

3191-24532828Central government
2%*3%ijl*-1%2%2%3%ij1%1%including all

administrative
departments and central
government agencies
such as the Bank of
England

--*2-----33HM Forces
--*1%-----**

181017151107175100100National Health Service
9%GIkL3%5%i7%I1%5%i3%6%I5%i5%5%

96151186815454Universities and
5%iJ2%4%iJ*1%4%J3%j3%j1%3%3%Academies funded by

government

-12---1--44Courts service
-*1%---*--**

58873946-4949Local government
3%3%2%3%2%4%e2%2%-2%2%administration

-621--45-1818Police service
-2%hm**--2%hm2%-1%1%

-2*--216-1111Public sector housing
-1%*--1%*2%jKm-1%1%

1212206675837979Teaching employed by
6%4%6%3%4%3%3%3%3%4%4%local education

authority including
voluntary aided schools
and foundation schools
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Table 37
Do you work in any of the following occupations?
Base: All respondents who work

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

19929535421415820920326296*19901990Weighted base

6325212813030Public corporations
3%k1%1%2%2%1%1%3%Kl1%2%2%such as the Royal Mail

or British Nuclear
fuels or Driving
Standards agency

-----------Bradford and Bingley or
-----------Northern Rock Building

societies

7917661381078282Other public sector
4%3%5%3%4%6%4%4%7%4%4%occupation (please

specify as much detail
as possible)

1372372611711391591631907615321532None of the above
69%80%fkM74%80%M88%FgHjKlM76%80%M72%79%77%77%(Private Sector)
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Table 37
Do you work in any of the following occupations?
Base: All respondents who work

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
* small base; ** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

919255590468755643708463351247302386124712092457No children aged 18 or
60%56%76%IK63%74%IK67%99%CDEFG90%DEF58%dE37%52%E88%DEF69%71%70%under

604200186268268313749250410275445414941035NET: Yes
39%44%24%36%JL26%33%JL1%10%H42%CGH62%CDFGH47%CfGH10%H30%29%30%

3031071071401481517462122284310284262546NET: Any 11-18
20%23%14%19%JL14%16%1%9%CH35%CDGH35%CDGH7%CH2%h16%15%16%

219645810089122111613618333217151369Yes - children aged
14%14%7%13%JL9%13%JL**3%GH21%CFGH31%CEFGH7%FGH12%A9%11%under 5 years old

267838698117151-97521314312229223452Yes - children aged 5
17%18%11%13%11%16%JL-2%H12%CGH32%CDFGH25%CFGH3%H13%13%13%to 10 years old

2137974100101112330125181398198188386Yes - children aged 11
14%17%10%13%JL10%12%*6%CH21%CDGH27%CDFGH7%CH2%H11%11%11%to 15 years old

14847536776706271239865144122266Yes - children aged 16
10%10%7%9%7%7%1%5%CDH21%CDEGH15%CDGH1%1%8%7%8%to 18 years old

932546-3*24811617Refused
1%1%*1%*1%-*h**1%H2%eFH1%**
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Table 38
Do you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how old are they?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

28738333527021724725633912224572457No children aged 18 or
77%EfgHIjK73%HK65%71%68%65%71%71%66%70%70%under

84137172111991291041376210351035NET: Yes
22%26%34%LM29%m31%M34%LM29%m29%m34%lM30%30%

517676585565567734546546NET: Any 11-18
14%14%15%15%17%17%15%16%19%16%16%

265175343846294919369369Yes - children aged
7%10%15%fGJLM9%12%M12%gM8%10%10%11%11%under 5 years old

275290544057505824452452Yes - children aged 5
7%10%17%FLM14%lM13%M15%LM14%lM12%M13%m13%13%to 10 years old

294960363849455526386386Yes - children aged 11
8%9%12%m9%12%m13%M12%M11%14%M11%11%to 15 years old

264632362228203719266266Yes - children aged 16
7%9%g6%9%g7%8%6%8%10%g8%8%to 18 years old

236111-3-1717Refused
*1%1%g***-1%-**
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Table 38
Do you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how old are they?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1844298101119961045674736938235178413Anglia
12%9%13%14%I12%10%15%Ceg11%12%c11%12%9%13%A10%12%

757488636272141327Border
*1%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%*1%*1%1%1%

24559143128138162119721071247970273298571Central
16%13%18%J17%j13%17%j17%14%18%dg19%DG14%16%15%17%16%

18266108100127117936771967055227225452Granada
12%14%14%14%12%12%13%13%12%15%12%13%13%13%13%

3481161071312402351309811613614293385329714London
23%25%14%18%l23%KL24%KL18%19%19%21%24%fgH21%21%19%20%

16939786311899715958596843182176358Meridian
11%8%10%8%11%k10%10%11%10%9%12%10%10%10%10%

1-1-------1-1-1STV
*-*-------*-*-*

7221543746463130293930249786184Tyne Tees
5%4%7%iJ5%5%5%4%6%5%6%5%5%5%5%5%

---------------Wales
---------------

3828302328431421202425205569124West
2%6%N4%3%3%4%j2%4%H3%4%h4%H5%H3%4%4%

824255496657523938273536116111226Westcountry
5%9%N7%7%6%6%7%E7%E6%4%6%8%E6%6%6%

2014198102136101947183795356214223437Yorkshire
13%M9%13%14%i13%i10%13%D14%D14%D12%9%13%12%13%12%

2--2------21122UTV
*--*------*****
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Table 39
Which of the following ITV regions do you live in?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

-351341341-1-413413Anglia
-7%EFGHKM*89%EFGHIKLM11%EFGHKlM*-*-12%12%

-------2612727Border
-------5%EGHIJKLM*1%1%

87-1204350-11571571Central
2%FGJK1%fGK-*64%EFGJKLM93%EFGIJKLM-**16%16%

----31-448-452452Granada
----1%kl*-93%EGHIJKLM-13%13%

11675113311---714714London
*32%EFGHIJM100%EFGHIJLM9%EFGHIM**---20%20%

423131-1----358358Meridian
11%EFGHIJK60%EFGHIJKM*-*----10%10%

--------111STV
--------1%**

------4-179184184Tyne Tees
------1%FhiJKLm-97%FGHIJKLM5%5%

-----------Wales
-----------

97---123-3-124124West
26%EFGHIJKL---*6%EFGIJKL-1%-4%4%

225----1-1-226226Westcountry
60%EFGHIJKL----*-*-6%6%

---673-356-3437437Yorkshire
---2%FHKLM23%EFHJKLM-99%EFHIJKLM-1%FHKLM12%12%

-2--1----22UTV
-*--*----**
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Table 39
Which of the following ITV regions do you live in?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

51112023417935723941801282012053544885211009Single
33%M26%30%IK24%35%IKl25%6%16%H21%GH31%FGH35%FGH81%DEFGH27%30%b29%

89230239650253166249833940541536173103410572091NET: Married/ Civil
58%66%N51%68%JL52%69%JL70%CDE66%C67%C63%C62%C17%57%62%B60%partnership/ co

habiting

625227300398406510456293324291222277818331614Married
41%49%N39%54%JL40%53%JL64%CDEFG57%CDE54%CDE44%Cd38%C6%43%49%B46%

162843842672161622Civil Partnership
1%*1%j**1%1%*1%1%***1%b1%

251738810012214538447511713746247208455Co Habiting
16%16%11%14%12%15%jL5%8%H12%GH18%CFGH24%CEFGH10%H14%12%13%

1153514056132571729667419-266120385NET: Widowed/
8%8%18%IJK7%13%IK6%24%CDEFG19%CDEF11%CDE6%CD1%C-15%A7%11%separated/ divorced

205371831207122644-7730107Widowed
1%1%5%IjK2%3%2%10%CDEFG4%CDEF1%c1%1%-4%A2%3%

16817818513715103-301748Separated
1%2%2%I1%2%I1%2%Cd1%C3%CD1%C1%-2%1%1%

792187298332896746272-15872231Divorced
5%5%11%IJK4%8%IK3%12%CDEF13%CDEF8%CDE4%CD*-9%A4%7%

15284753-22612111324Prefer not to answer
1%*1%1%1%**-**1%G3%dEFGH1%1%1%
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Table 40
Marital Status
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

1111561719963110981505210091009Single
30%I30%I33%gIJ26%i20%29%I27%I31%I28%i29%29%

21730626924121822821528611120912091NET: Married/ Civil
58%58%k52%63%K69%eFGHKLM61%K60%k60%K60%60%60%partnership/ co

habiting

1732272031951631711682298416141614Married
46%k43%40%51%KL51%KL45%47%k48%K46%46%46%

138-33*222222Civil Partnership
*1%2%gJm-1%1%*1%1%j1%1%

447658465254465525455455Co Habiting
12%14%11%12%16%fk14%13%11%13%13%13%

415865413538464319385385NET: Widowed/
11%11%13%11%11%10%13%f9%10%11%11%separated/ divorced

1312161211413213107107Widowed
4%h2%3%h3%h4%h1%4%H4%H2%3%3%

39105266344848Separated
1%2%2%f1%*2%2%1%2%1%1%

243738242228261912231231Divorced
7%7%f7%F6%7%f7%f7%f4%6%7%7%

3491111132424Prefer not to answer
1%1%2%FgHj*****2%FgHj1%1%
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Table 40
Marital Status
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

----1------1-11Glasgow
----*------*-**

1-2------12-2-2Edinburgh
*-*------**-*-*

78205441504634293237332610190191Newcastle
5%4%7%ij6%5%5%5%6%5%6%6%6%6%5%5%

8821254260483029313224298788175Leeds
6%5%3%6%L6%L5%l4%6%5%5%4%7%5%5%5%

29319151821261481285324174Hull
2%1%2%2%2%2%4%CDeF3%1%2%1%1%2%2%2%

491831264624241731279186462126Sheffield
3%4%4%3%4%I2%3%d3%d5%Dh4%D1%4%D4%4%4%

1455376719891714554745734166170336Manchester
9%12%10%10%10%9%10%9%9%11%10%8%9%10%10%

4816293135322123212117256661127Liverpool
3%4%4%4%3%3%3%4%3%3%3%6%deH4%4%4%

8795255375438363635282582115198Nottingham
6%M2%7%J7%J4%6%j5%7%6%5%5%6%5%7%B6%

14847777588104692959806245166178344Birmingham
10%10%10%10%9%11%10%G6%10%G12%G11%G10%G9%10%10%

86164846553545282733302011173184Norwich
6%3%6%I6%I5%4%6%6%4%5%5%5%6%A4%5%

549243723323114211719146552117Milton Keynes
4%2%3%5%Jl2%3%4%e3%4%3%3%3%4%3%3%

308161323212110159108443074Brighton
2%2%2%2%2%2%3%e2%3%1%2%2%2%2%2%
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Table 41
Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1278416131072489172441Oxford
1%1%1%*2%k1%1%f1%f*1%1%2%EF1%1%1%

435135142164296274154121151176165108457419876London
28%30%18%22%l29%KL28%KL22%24%25%27%H28%H25%25%25%25%

5913311938342415181831166457121Southampton
4%3%4%3%4%4%3%3%3%3%5%efg4%4%3%3%

6238383545603028333428258693178Bristol
4%8%N5%5%4%6%j4%5%6%5%5%6%5%5%5%

392030303426322619818166158119Plymouth
3%4%n4%4%3%3%4%E5%E3%E1%3%E4%E3%3%3%

-21--21----2213Cardiff
-*N*--**----****

83227538664553434342311212796223None of these
5%5%10%IJK5%6%5%7%C8%Cd7%C6%C5%c3%7%6%6%
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Table 41
Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

-------1-11Glasgow
-------*-**

-------1222Edinburgh
-------*1%gjkl**

------414173191191Newcastle
------1%hijKLm3%gHIJKLM94%FGHIJKLM5%5%

------171-4175175Leeds
------48%EFHIJKLM-2%FHIJKLM5%5%

---110-63--7474Hull
---*3%EFHJKLM-17%EFHIJKLM--2%2%

----27-99--126126Sheffield
----9%EFHJKLM-27%EFHIJKLM--4%4%

----2221311-336336Manchester
----1%6%EGIJKLM*65%EGHIJKLM-10%10%

-1---1-125-127127Liverpool
-*---*-26%EGHIJKLM-4%4%

---4190-3--198198Nottingham
---1%FhKLm60%EFGHJKLM-1%FhKLm--6%6%

2---19324---344344Birmingham
*---6%EFGJKLM86%EFGIJKLM---10%10%

-4-179--1--184184Norwich
-1%fk-47%EFGHIKLM--*--5%5%

-22157352---117117Milton Keynes
-4%EFGHKM*15%EFGHKLM11%EFGHKLM*---3%3%

-74-------7474Brighton
-14%EFGHIJKM-------2%2%
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Table 41
Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

733---1---4141Oxford
2%eFGhIJK6%EFGHIJKM---*---1%1%

22595121012----876876London
1%50%EFGHIJM100%EFGHIJLM26%EFGHIM1%----25%25%

4181-------121121Southampton
11%EFGHIJK15%EFGHIJKm-------3%3%

177----1---178178Bristol
48%EFGHIJKL----*---5%5%

1181-------119119Plymouth
32%EFGHIJKL*-------3%3%

-----3---33Cardiff
-----1%fkl---**

2649-41322319286223223None of these
7%K9%EfGK-11%EFGHK10%EFGhK6%K5%K6%K3%K6%6%
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Table 41
Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

32497103641726282520308462147Up to £7,000      (3.5)
2%1%12%IJK1%i3%IK*2%5%H5%H4%3%7%DeH5%4%4%

128182626984271149271715935250192442£7,001 to        (10.5)
8%M4%34%IJK9%I8%I3%16%CDEF18%CDEF12%c11%10%8%14%A11%13%£14,000

207561541281947518094811005541309242551£14,001 to       (17.5)
13%12%20%I17%I19%I8%25%CDEFG18%CDF13%cd15%CD10%9%17%A14%16%£21,000

232728114521011013793941127039273273546£21,001 to       (24.5)
15%16%10%20%IL20%IL11%19%CD18%CD16%C17%CD12%9%15%16%16%£28,000

2076766138129120946788828834221232453£28,001 to         (31)
14%15%8%19%IJL13%L12%L13%C13%C15%C12%C15%C8%12%14%13%£34,000

19142268395108453178735235144169313£34,001 to       (37.5)
12%9%3%11%L9%L11%L6%6%13%CdGH11%GH9%8%8%10%b9%£41,000

107491442489925202951522699103203£41,001 to       (44.5)
7%11%N2%6%L5%L10%JKL4%4%5%8%fGH9%FGH6%h6%6%6%£48,000

9244172546861715344048197697173£48,001 to       (51.5)
6%10%N2%3%4%L9%JKL2%3%6%GH6%GH8%CGH4%4%6%b5%£55,000

49327112957414151628264559103£55,001 to       (58.5)
3%7%N1%2%3%L6%JKL1%3%H2%H2%H5%efH6%EFGH2%3%3%£62,000

4414281543522382010244568£62,001 to       (65.5)
3%3%*1%l1%L4%JKL1%*4%EGH1%3%EGH2%GH1%3%B2%£69,000

3114-91438443181614312960£69,001 to       (72.5)
2%3%-1%L1%L4%JKL1%1%1%3%FGH3%FGH3%FGH2%2%2%£76,000

3523-9271381396152540£76,001 to       (79.5)
2%M**-1%K3%JKL*1%1%H2%gH2%H1%H1%1%1%£83,000

7215*72276412172424264957106£83,001 or more    (86)
5%3%*1%L2%kL8%JKL1%2%H3%H4%H4%H6%FGH3%3%3%
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What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

1062948669693684133253898179124303Prefer not to answer
7%6%6%9%l9%L10%L10%dEF8%E5%4%7%e22%DEFGH10%A7%9%

35.6038.04n17.9928.96L30.00L44.23JKL24.1226.24H31.56GH32.84GH36.47EFGH36.75EFGH29.2932.56B30.91Average income (£000's)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

17192281020162015147147Up to £7,000      (3.5)
4%4%4%2%3%5%J5%j4%8%fIJL4%4%

474949525056546720442442£7,001 to        (10.5)
12%9%9%14%kl16%KL15%KL15%KL14%kL11%13%13%£14,000

676763705453727133551551£14,001 to       (17.5)
18%KL13%12%18%KL17%k14%20%fHKL15%18%k16%16%£21,000

677864634567568322546546£21,001 to       (24.5)
18%eK15%12%16%14%18%k16%17%k12%16%16%£28,000

467546594139476833453453£28,001 to         (31)
12%14%K9%15%hK13%10%13%k14%K18%HK13%13%£34,000

315249263529304418313313£34,001 to       (37.5)
8%10%10%7%11%j8%8%9%10%9%9%£41,000

232838231320222512203203£41,001 to       (44.5)
6%5%7%6%4%5%6%5%6%6%6%£48,000

17332120181914256173173£48,001 to       (51.5)
5%6%4%5%6%5%4%5%4%5%5%£55,000

915256101114121103103£55,001 to       (58.5)
2%3%5%EfJm2%3%3%4%ej2%1%3%3%£62,000

1082133651036868£62,001 to       (65.5)
3%j2%4%GhIJL1%1%2%1%2%1%2%2%£69,000

911206-63416060£69,001 to       (72.5)
2%fI2%I4%eFGhIj2%I-2%i1%1%1%2%2%£76,000

41241-721014040£76,001 to       (79.5)
1%2%GIJk1%*-2%Ij*2%gIJ*1%1%£83,000

5183514710683106106£83,001 or more    (86)
1%3%m7%EFGHIjLM4%m2%3%2%2%1%3%3%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

225857323234193416303303Prefer not to answer
6%11%FGM11%fGM8%10%Gm9%g5%7%9%9%9%

29.6533.56EFGHIJM37.00EFGHIJLM29.8028.3229.9328.0429.7527.2930.9130.91Average income (£000's)
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 42
What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Employment SectorSocial GradeAgeGender
Pri-
vatePublicDEC2C1AB65+55-6445-5435-4425-3418-24FemaleMaleTotal
(n)(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)(c)(b)(a)

13943988886431003975902542623566467409183016793509Unweighted base

15324587797411027963715515601659581438179917103509Weighted base

195652911441921572011461581248669419365784NET: Yes
13%14%37%IJK19%19%16%28%CDE28%CDE26%CDE19%15%16%23%21%22%

8735183851069115410191633522248217465Yes - physical
6%8%24%IJK11%10%9%22%CDEF20%CDEf15%CDE10%Cd6%5%14%13%13%condition

983114151675384585795145178135313Yes - mental condition
6%7%18%IJK7%7%6%1%9%H14%cDGH12%H9%H10%H10%a8%9%

4120106496451796654441315130140270Yes - disability
3%4%14%IJK7%6%5%11%CDE13%CDEf9%CD7%CD2%3%7%8%8%

92126134887434161935Yes - other
1%*2%I1%1%i*1%2%1%1%1%1%1%1%1%

1307383463573821789504360431525476351134013072647No
85%84%59%77%L80%L82%KL71%70%72%80%FGH82%FGH80%FGH74%76%75%

309252314169912101919403878Prefer not to say
2%2%3%iJ3%iJ1%2%1%2%2%1%3%eH4%EfGH2%2%2%
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Absolutes/col percents
Table 43
Do you have a longstanding physical or mental condition or disability that has lasted or is likely to last 12 months
and which has a substantial adverse effect on your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/b - c/d/e/f/g/h - i/j/k/l - m/n

Prepared by ComRes



Region
Yorkshire &

South WestSouth EastLondonEasternEast MidlandsWest MidlandsHumbersideNorth WestNorth EastNET: EnglandTotal
(m)(l)(k)(j)(i)(h)(g)(f)(e)(d)

35757045439730735941547217835093509Unweighted base

37252351338231737736047918535093509Weighted base

96117809674717212554784784NET: Yes
26%gHK22%K16%25%hK23%K19%20%26%gHK29%GHKl22%22%

636938605237407632465465Yes - physical
17%GHK13%K7%16%gHK16%gHK10%11%k16%gHK17%gHK13%13%condition

325331363036324320313313Yes - mental condition
9%10%K6%9%10%10%k9%9%11%k9%9%

364126332625214815270270Yes - disability
10%gK8%5%9%k8%7%6%10%GK8%8%8%

2568412453535Yes - other
1%1%1%2%gHm1%*1%1%3%gHm1%1%

27240142227823429528033912626472647No
73%77%ef82%EFIJLM73%74%78%EF78%EF71%68%75%75%

4611891181647878Prefer not to say
1%1%2%2%3%l3%l2%3%Lm2%2%2%
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ONLINE Fieldwork: 17th-23rd February 2017

Absolutes/col percents
Table 43
Do you have a longstanding physical or mental condition or disability that has lasted or is likely to last 12 months
and which has a substantial adverse effect on your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?
Base: All respondents

Proportions/Means: Columns Tested (5%, 10% risk level) - a/d - b/d - c/d - a/b/c/e/f/g/h/i/j/k/l/m
** very small base (under 30) ineligible for sig testing

Prepared by ComRes



Page 1

Page Table Title Base Description Base
 1 1 Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing 

situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like 
not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move 
when you don't want to.

Base: All respondents 3509

 2 1 Q.1 Do you currently, or have you ever had a problem or worry about your home, or your housing 
situation? By this we mean experiencing or worrying about things like 
not being able to afford the rent or mortgage, repairs or the condition of your home, or having to move 
when you don't want to.

Base: All respondents 3509

 3 2 Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or 
were you worried about?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 4 2 Q.2 You said you had a housing problem or worry now or in the past. Which of the following are you or 
were you worried about?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 5 3 Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, 
long-term stress

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 6 3 Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my mental health e.g. anxiety, depression, 
long-term stress

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 7 4 Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my physical health

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 8 4 Q.3 And to what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following statements? 
The housing problem or worry had a negative impact on my physical health

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem

1727

 9 5 Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on 
your physical or mental health. 
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on 
mental/physical health

1167

 10 5 Q.4 You indicated that in the past you have had a housing problem or worry that negatively impacted on 
your physical or mental health. 
Did you go, or consider going, to your GP about this housing problem or worry?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on 
mental/physical health

1167

 11 6 Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on 
your mental health. 
Which of the following applies to you?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1082

 12 6 Q.5 You indicated that you have experienced a housing problem or worry that had a negative impact on 
your mental health. 
Which of the following applies to you?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1082



Page 2

Page Table Title Base Description Base
 13 7 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 

Summary Table
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 14 8 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me anxiety

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 15 8 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me anxiety

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 16 9 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me depression

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 17 9 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me depression

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 18 10 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me stress

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 19 10 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me stress

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 20 11 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me to have suicidal thoughts

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 21 11 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me to have suicidal thoughts

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 22 12 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused problems with my relationships

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 23 12 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused problems with my relationships

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516



Page 3

Page Table Title Base Description Base
 24 13 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 

The housing problem or worry caused me insomnia/ sleeping problems
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 25 13 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me insomnia/ sleeping problems

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 26 14 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused panic attack(s)

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 27 14 Q.6 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused panic attack(s)

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had no issue with mental health

516

 28 15 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
Summary Table

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 29 16 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry made my existing anxiety worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 30 16 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry made my existing anxiety worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 31 17 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry made my existing depression worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 32 17 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry made my existing depression worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 33 18 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry increased my stress levels

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 34 18 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry increased my stress levels

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566
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Page Table Title Base Description Base
 35 19 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 

The housing problem or worry caused me to have more suicidal thoughts
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 36 19 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused me to have more suicidal thoughts

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 37 20 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with my relationships to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 38 20 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with my relationships to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 39 21 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with sleeping to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 40 21 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with sleeping to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 41 22 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with panic attacks to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 42 22 Q.7 To what extent, if at all, do you agree or disagree with the following? 
The housing problem or worry caused existing problems with panic attacks to get worse

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health 
and previously had issues with mental health

566

 43 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1082

 44 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 45 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 46 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063
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Page Table Title Base Description Base
 47 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 

mental health?
Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 48 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1082

 49 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 50 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 51 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 52 23 Q.8 In your own words, what was the most detrimental impact the housing problem or worry had on your 
mental health?

Base: All respondents who have ever had a housing 
problem and it had a negative impact on mental health

1063

 53 24 Gender Base: All respondents 3509

 54 24 Gender Base: All respondents 3509

 55 25 Age Base: All respondents 3509

 56 25 Age Base: All respondents 3509

 57 26 Social Grade Base: All respondents 3509

 58 26 Social Grade Base: All respondents 3509

 59 27 GO Region Base: All respondents 3509

 60 27 GO Region Base: All respondents 3509

 61 28 Have you taken a foreign holiday in the last 3 years? Base: All respondents 3509

 62 28 Have you taken a foreign holiday in the last 3 years? Base: All respondents 3509

 63 29 Tenure Base: All respondents 3509

 64 29 Tenure Base: All respondents 3509

 65 30 What is the highest educational level that you have achieved to date? Base: All respondents 3509

 66 30 What is the highest educational level that you have achieved to date? Base: All respondents 3509
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 67 31 Thinking about your household's food and grocery shopping, are you personally responsible for selecting

half or more of the items to be bought 
from supermarkets and food shops?

Base: All respondents 3509

 68 31 Thinking about your household's food and grocery shopping, are you personally responsible for selecting
half or more of the items to be bought 
from supermarkets and food shops?

Base: All respondents 3509

 69 32 How many cars are there in your household? Base: All respondents 3509

 70 32 How many cars are there in your household? Base: All respondents 3509

 71 33 To which of the following ethnic groups do you consider you belong? Base: All respondents 3509

 72 33 To which of the following ethnic groups do you consider you belong? Base: All respondents 3509

 73 34 To which of the following religious groups do you consider yourself to be a member of? Base: All respondents 3509

 74 34 To which of the following religious groups do you consider yourself to be a member of? Base: All respondents 3509

 75 35 Which of the following best describes where you live? Base: All respondents 3509

 76 35 Which of the following best describes where you live? Base: All respondents 3509

 77 36 Which of the following best describes your current working status? Base: All respondents 3509

 78 36 Which of the following best describes your current working status? Base: All respondents 3509

 79 37 Do you work in any of the following occupations? Base: All respondents who work 1792

 80 37 Do you work in any of the following occupations? Base: All respondents who work 1990

 81 37 Do you work in any of the following occupations? Base: All respondents who work 1792

 82 37 Do you work in any of the following occupations? Base: All respondents who work 1990

 83 38 Do you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how old are they? Base: All respondents 3509

 84 38 Do you have any children aged 18 or under? If so, how old are they? Base: All respondents 3509

 85 39 Which of the following ITV regions do you live in? Base: All respondents 3509

 86 39 Which of the following ITV regions do you live in? Base: All respondents 3509

 87 40 Marital Status Base: All respondents 3509
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 88 40 Marital Status Base: All respondents 3509

 89 41 Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to? Base: All respondents 3509

 90 41 Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to? Base: All respondents 3509

 91 41 Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to? Base: All respondents 3509

 92 41 Which of the following cities do you live in, or nearest to? Base: All respondents 3509

 93 42 What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted? Base: All respondents 3509

 94 42 What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted? Base: All respondents 3509

 95 42 What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted? Base: All respondents 3509

 96 42 What is the combined annual income of your household, prior to tax being deducted? Base: All respondents 3509

 97 43 Do you have a longstanding physical or mental condition or disability that has lasted or is likely to last 12
months 
and which has a substantial adverse effect on your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?

Base: All respondents 3509

 98 43 Do you have a longstanding physical or mental condition or disability that has lasted or is likely to last 12
months 
and which has a substantial adverse effect on your ability to carry out day-to-day activities?

Base: All respondents 3509


